Secure your future

Study at a multi-award winning, internationally recognised university, and join more than 61,000 high-achieving students who’ve chosen Deakin for its:

- excellent graduate outcomes
- practical, hands-on approach to learning
- state-of-the-art facilities
- teachers with experience and influence in their field
- courses that are informed by industry and offer real-world learning
- exceptional industry connections and work placement programs, in Australia and overseas
- flexible study options, whether on campus or online.

Choose Deakin

Top 1% of universities worldwide

Skills to get you a job

Gain a competitive edge in the workplace with real-world expertise and practical skills. Deakin is ranked the #1 university for both graduate qualities and generic skills in Victoria. From our $55 million engineering training facility to our dedicated studios and hi-tech equipment for the creative arts, you’ll gain the expertise to become one of our highly sought-after graduates.

Get work-ready with our industry connections and work placements

Our close ties with industry mean that you get:
- work placement and study abroad opportunities to graduate work-ready
- a well-recognised qualification that stands out to employers
- courses matched to current industry practice.

Cain study credit through real-world experience

Get your career off to the best start by gaining skills, knowledge and networks through work experience — and earn credit towards your degree at the same time. Depending on the course, we offer:
- workplace internships
- placements
- work-integrated learning programs.

Gain study credit through real-world experience

Get your career off to the best start by gaining skills, knowledge and networks through work experience — and earn credit towards your degree at the same time. Depending on the course, we offer:
- workplace internships
- placements
- work-integrated learning programs.

Year on year, our students are the most-satisfied students of all Victorian universities. We’ve ranked this highly for the past nine years, with students being particularly happy with our:
- teaching
- learning resources
- student support
- skills development
- learner engagement.

#1 university in Victoria for student satisfaction
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1 Shanghai Ranking’s Academic Ranking of World Universities 2018.
2 Graduate Outcomes Survey 2018.
‘My favourite part of Deakin is the learning environment fostered on campus. From the facilities themselves to the incredibly accommodating staff, it’s a wonderful place to learn.’

Ellen Gunn
Bachelor of Biomedical Science student
Vice-Chancellor’s Professional Excellence Program (VCPEP) Scholarship recipient

Choose Deakin

We’ll support your learning
Whether you’d like to improve your study skills or get help with a tricky assignment, there’s plenty of support available. Turn to our student mentors, online resources and, of course, our staff. Our easy-to-use online system, DeakinSync, helps like-minded students to connect online, collaborate and support each other.

Get a world-class education
When you study at Deakin, you’re choosing a leading university – ranked in the top 1% worldwide1. In fact, we’ve been awarded a five-star rating by the prestigious university ranking organisation, Quacquarelli Symonds (QS). We’re leading the way in a range of areas, praised for our cutting-edge facilities and internationally renowned for our research and teaching.

Access state-of-the-art facilities
Work with tomorrow’s technology today in our inspiring learning environments, where you can:

• walk through virtual landscapes
• prototype ideas with 3D printing
• trade stock in a simulated trading room
• merge movement and art in our motion capture lab.

Learn from leaders in their field
Our outstanding academic staff are active participants and influencers in their fields. They share their skills and knowledge and give you valuable industry insights.

Travel overseas
See the world with an international internship, exchange, study tour or volunteer placement. Gain a competitive edge in the workplace and get credit towards your degree by studying abroad at a Deakin partner university, located in more than 40 different countries. Visit deakin.edu.au/overseas-study for more information on where your Deakin degree can take you.

Study when and where it suits you
Join the thousands of students currently studying online at Deakin’s Cloud Campus. You can:

• choose from more than 160 courses – single and combined
• experience world-class learning 24/7
• use the latest digital tools
• fast-track your degree by taking extra units throughout the year.

Find out more on page 7.

Why you can confidently choose Deakin

Top 1% university worldwide
At #211, Deakin is ranked in the top 1% of universities globally. Academic Ranking of World Universities 2018

5-star rated university
Rated 5 stars for our world-class facilities, teaching and research. QS Stars University Ratings 2016–2017

Skills to get you a job
#1 university in Victoria for graduate qualities and generic skills. Graduate Outcomes Survey 2018

Most-satisfied students
Voted #1 for overall student satisfaction in Victoria nine years running. Australian Graduate Survey 2010–2015, Graduate Outcomes Survey 2016–2018 (GSQ), Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching (QILT)

Top young university
Deakin is ranked #29 in the QS rankings of the world’s top universities under 50 years old. QS Top 50 under 50 Rankings 2020

Top-class learning experience
#1 in Victoria for both overall undergraduate experience and undergraduate learning resources. Student Experience Survey 2018

#1 careers service in Australia
DeakinTALENT was awarded the most popular university careers service in Australia by the graduate recruitment industry in both 2017 and 2018.

Make the most of student life
Getting started at university is a fun and exciting experience, but it’s not without its challenges. That’s why we lend a hand, helping you find somewhere great to live, scope out the clubs and societies you’d like to join and discover your campus’ best local spots to shop and eat. We can even help with finding a job, student finances, how to get involved at uni, disability support and health services.

deakin.edu.au/life-at-deakin/student-life

deakin.edu.au
Your guide to applying to Deakin

Applying for your undergraduate degree at Deakin couldn’t be easier. Most applications are straightforward and easy to complete. Follow these steps to make the process as simple as possible. Visit deakin.edu.au/courses/how-to-apply.

1. Choose Deakin

2. Find your ideal course

3. Study the way you want

4. Study where you want

5. Ways we can support you to get there

6. Let us help you apply

Supporting a diverse range of needs

We’re committed to offering equity and access for individuals and groups who might not otherwise enjoy the benefits of higher education. Deakin gives additional consideration to applicants who might have experienced difficult circumstances, such as family, financial or medical difficulties, a disability or other challenges.

When applying through VTAC, submit an application through VTAC’s Special Entry Access Scheme (SEAS). If applying direct to Deakin, please provide information and supporting documentation regarding your circumstances when prompted in our online applicant portal.

deaakin.edu.au/access-equity

It’s important to understand the entry requirements

Make sure you understand the entry requirements for your chosen course by reading the course page carefully. For recent secondary education applicants, in addition to the listed ATAR, some courses may require you to have studied a prerequisite subject(s), while others may also need you to submit extra materials, such as a portfolio or personal statement. Selection requirements for non-Year 12 applicants may include one or more of the following:

- a personal statement
- entrance tests as specified, e.g. STAT (Special Tertiary Admissions Test), or a non-academic assessment (for all applicants to teaching courses)
- a supplementary information form
- an audition
- an interview
- a folio presentation.

For an explanation of key terms, please refer to pages 50-63.

Further information is listed in this guide’s course table (page 16 onwards), as ‘recent secondary education applicant’ and ‘non-Year 12 applicant’.

If you need further assistance, email myfuture@deakin.edu.au or call 1800 693 888.

Gather the supporting documents you’ll need

When you apply direct to Deakin as a non-Year 12 applicant, it’s important to attach any requested supporting documentation, which could include a CV, academic transcripts, STAT results or a personal statement – otherwise, your application might be delayed. We recommend gathering all this documentation before you start the application process, so that you can complete it in one sitting. However you can save and return to your application at a later time, if required.

Apply online – through VTAC or Deakin’s applicant portal

Depending on your course, you might be able to start in Trimester 1 (March), Trimester 2 (July) or Trimester 3 (November).

If you’re a recent secondary education applicant, you should submit your application for Trimester 1 through VTAC (vtac.edu.au).

If you’re a non-Year 12 applicant, applying for Trimester 1 for one Deakin course only, you can apply direct to Deakin. Otherwise if applying for more than one course, you should apply through VTAC.

Applications for Trimesters 2 or 3 should be made directly to Deakin via the applicant portal at applicantportal.deakin.edu.au.

When can I expect an offer?

Information about dates and offers from VTAC can be found on the VTAC website, vtac.edu.au. For Trimester 2, Deakin will make offers across the three VTAC rounds – in November, December and January. For applications made direct to Deakin, offers are made via email. Timing varies depending on the course, time of year and applicant information supplied correctly, but offers are generally made within two working days.

Can I defer my studies?

We understand that you might want to have a break before you begin your university course. It’s easy to defer your studies at Deakin – most courses let you postpone your studies while retaining your Deakin place for up to two years. Visit deakin.edu.au/enrolment for information on offers, deferring and more.

Recent secondary education applicant

• Current Year 12 student in 2019
• Completed Year 12 in 2017 or 2018
• Interstate Year 12 student
• New Zealand school leaver
• International Baccalaureate (IB) student
• Gap-year student

Non-Year 12 applicant

• Applicants with higher education study
• Applicants with VET study
• Applicants with work and life experience
• Applicants who completed Year 12 in 2016 or earlier

For more information on admission requirements and to understand the type of applicant you are, visit deakin.edu.au/courses/how-to-apply.
Learning that fits in – study full time or part time

You can switch between part-time and full-time study at Deakin, and set your own pace throughout your education.

This means that if things change, you’re not locked into a study commitment that no longer suits you.

You’re considered a full-time student if you’re enrolled in three or more credit points (units) in a trimester. Any fewer, and you’re considered a part-time student.

Study on your terms – in the cloud or on campus

Did you know that you can switch between on-campus and online learning? As long as your course and unit are available in both modes, the choice is yours.¹

You can also combine the two study modes, so that you can study some units online and others on campus. Many units let you catch up on missed classes through recordings.

Study when you’re ready

Deakin has three study periods during the teaching year. This gives you more choice and flexibility about when to start your degree and can even help you fast-track your study by taking extra units throughout the year.

Some students take a trimester off to work or travel, then catch up later. You can also spread your study load, to fit your studies into your lifestyle.

Deakin’s trimesters run from:
• March to June (Trimester 1)
• July to October (Trimester 2)
• November to February (Trimester 3).

Trimester 3 is optional and subject to availability of units.

Visit deakin.edu.au/flexible-study to find out more about your study options at Deakin.

Take advantage of cutting-edge digital tools and resources

As a Deakin student you’re fully supported with a range of online resources. Through your personalised digital study hub, DeakinSync, you connect with:
• students
• learning and assessment experiences
• teaching and support staff
• potential employers

If you’re a Cloud Campus student, an experienced student success coach reaches out to you via Skype and email, offering ongoing support for your personal and professional development.

Cloud Campus

Australia’s leading online education provider

Do you need choice and flexibility for your studies? Look no further than Deakin’s Cloud Campus – a 35,000-strong community of online students.

Vibrant and virtual

The Cloud Campus is your online one-stop shop to access classes, seminars and resources, participate in live-streaming seminars and class discussions, chat with academic staff and students and submit assignments. When, where and how you study is up to you.

Extensive online support

Mastering your studies requires ambition, independence and organisation. That’s why the Cloud Campus supports you with:
• orientation sessions
• tailored support services
• innovative but easy-to-use digital tools and resources
• 24/7 access to library resources
• a dedicated student success coach in Trimester 1 to keep you on track.

Personalised digital hub

DeakinSync will make your transition to online study a smooth one. It’s the online place you’ll call home. Here, you’ll find everything you need to manage your enrolment and course material, communicate with your classmates and teachers, sort out your timetable and plan your career.

Welcome on campus

Everything you need for online study is available online but if you live near one of Deakin’s physical campuses or learning centres, you’re always welcome. Make the most of our fast, free wi-fi, use our study facilities and connect with staff and students.

Connect with others

Connect with other students for study, support and socialising. Our Cloud Campus is accessible and flexible – making it everything you need it to be.

deakin.edu.au/courses/study-online

deakin.edu.au/flexible-study

Support services

You get support every step of the way at Deakin.

For job advice, our career service can help. For health or mental wellbeing services, healthcare professionals are on hand. From childcare services to disability support, we take care of your needs so you can enjoy life at university.

deaquin.edu.au/life-at-deakin/support-services

¹ You may need to meet academic requirements before you can switch modes.
Melbourne Burwood Campus
A stunning and spacious campus with state-of-the-art digital facilities
A 30-minute drive from Melbourne’s bustling CBD, Deakin’s Melbourne Burwood Campus is our busiest campus, with around 30,000 students. Set in a leafy suburb with plenty of open spaces and parks, the campus includes architecturally impressive buildings and outstanding facilities, including:
• a professional motion capture lab
• dance, drama and television studios
• food and nutrition labs
• nursing clinical simulation centres
• IT gaming facilities
• a simulated foreign currency trading floor.

Enjoying campus life
Burwood students love the relaxed suburban atmosphere and huge choice of learning and social spaces.
Enjoy cafes and food outlets, a bookshop and merchandise shop, medical centre, gallery, gymnasium, great study spaces and much more.
The campus sits alongside parkland, which is great for cycling, walking and jogging, and is easily accessible via cycling paths, public transport or car.

Living on campus
More than 1000 students live in campus residences, year-round. Accommodation options range from private bedrooms in large unit complexes to private studio apartments.
Life on campus is so much more than just a comfy bed in a safe building – it’s a unique opportunity to immerse yourself in the Deakin experience. Students who live on campus connect better with each other and with the University. Plus, they’re more likely to achieve great results with their studies.
deakin.edu.au/live

Living near campus
The closest suburbs to our Melbourne Burwood Campus are Burwood East, Box Hill South, Camberwell and Ashburton.
From Melbourne’s CBD it takes about an hour to get to campus via train, bus or tram (the tram stop’s on Burwood Highway, right in front of campus). Alternatively, you can get to Burwood in just half an hour by car, or even cycle to campus.
To find accommodation near campus visit deakin.edu.au/houseme – our online database of rooms, houses and apartments for rent.
deakin.edu.au/burwood

Getting to Geelong
Travel to Geelong is easy and, if you’re based in Melbourne, the commute with the new regional rail link is quick – from Southern Cross Station, it takes less than an hour to reach Geelong.
If you’re driving from Melbourne’s west, you might find your commute’s as short as 30 minutes.

Geelong Waterfront Campus
Study world-class courses overlooking the stunning Corio Bay
Our Geelong Waterfront Campus is right on Corio Bay – in the heart of Geelong. Originally built as wool stores in the 19th century, the buildings have been extensively renovated, creating a modern, impressive campus.
• Geelong is the second-most populated urban area in Victoria (after Melbourne), with a population of about 195,000 people.
• One of the world’s most beautiful coastal drives, the Great Ocean Road, is just 30 minutes away, complete with famous surf beaches and the occasional whale sighting.
• Geelong Waterfront Campus was founded in 1994. It currently has 5000 students and offers 201 courses.

Living on campus
The first residential community of 410 students was housed on campus in 2018, with 33 studio apartments also available within Geelong’s iconic T&G House.
Students living on campus enjoy a range of exclusive activities throughout the year. You’ll join a supportive student community and an encouraging environment for a balanced social/study life.
deakin.edu.au/live

Living near campus
If you live centrally, you’ll still be very close to your classes. If you live further from the city centre, it’s easy to get to campus by car, bike or public transport.
To find accommodation visit deakin.edu.au/houseme – our online database of rooms, houses and apartments for rent.
deakin.edu.au/waterfront

Deakin University
Study where you want

Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus
A sports focused campus close to Australia’s best surf beaches

You get the best of both worlds at our Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus. Around 7300 students access world-class programs and superb facilities, and enjoy a relaxing, regional environment, close to some of Australia’s best surf beaches.

Geelong is on a peninsula, with surf beaches, diving and recreational fishing all on offer.

On campus, outdoor areas and spacious new buildings are perfect for socialising and studying.

There are also incredible sport facilities, as the campus is home to Deakin’s Elite Sport Precinct, which includes:

- an MCG-sized AFL oval
- a FIFA-grade soccer pitch
- an eight-lane 400-metre athletics track
- an outdoor basketball court.

A deluxe health club complete with gym, workout studios and group fitness classes is also available.

Living on campus
The Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus offers townhouses, units and apartments for 800 students. Close to classes and our sporting grounds, living on campus also gives you exclusive access to residential programs. These include health and wellbeing, social, academic, arts and culture and leadership, connecting you in a supportive student environment to help you balance study and social life.

deakin.edu.au/live

Living near campus
The Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus is a 20-minute drive from the centre of Geelong, so living centrally means you’ll never be far from your classes. Other nearby suburbs include Grovedale, Wandana Heights and Highton.

You can access the campus by car, train, or the free shuttle bus that runs between our two Geelong campuses – and Melbourne is just an hour away.

To find accommodation near campus visit deakin.edu.au/houseme – our online database of rooms, houses and apartments for rent.

deakin.edu.au/waurn-ponds

Warrnambool Campus
Three hours from Melbourne and 1.5 hours by car from Geelong, Warrnambool is a welcoming campus, close to the town centre and beautiful surf beaches.

With close to 1000 students, Deakin’s Warrnambool Campus offers a friendly, close-knit community environment.

Set on the banks of the picturesque Hopkins River, the campus is close to local surf beaches and popular tourist attractions. The 94-hectare site is approximately 5km from the centre of Warrnambool’s CBD, which is serviced by the Princes Highway and its own railway station and bus services.

Warrnambool has a population of about 34,000 people, and is roughly 250km south-west of Melbourne.

Living on campus
Living on campus in Warrnambool means you’re part of a close-knit residential community, giving you access to exclusive residential programs.

Deakin’s Warrnambool Campus offers studio apartments and shared houses available on campus at Warrnambool, just metres from the Hopkins River and close to local surf and fishing hot spots.

deakin.edu.au/live

Living near campus
Warrnambool is an increasingly popular tourist destination, with historic buildings, beautiful waterways, surf beaches and a whale-watching centre.

Living off campus is a great and affordable way to get to know the town and wider community while you’re studying.

Visit deakin.edu.au/houseme – our online database of rooms, houses and apartments for rent.

deakin.edu.au/warrnambool-campus

Institute of Koorie Education
Offering community-based education programs, the Institute of Koorie Education gives Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians the chance to access higher education while still being able to maintain family and community commitments.

The approach to course delivery includes a combination of study intensives and distance education options that promote access and equity for Indigenous Australian students. This approach also creates a close-knit learning community, as well as an inspiring and supportive learning environment away from home.

deakin.edu.au/courses/ike

Staying on campus
During study intensives, the Kitjarra student residences are available to the Institute’s students. Kitjarra is just a short walk from the Institute’s academic building at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus, and is a convenient and comfortable option for study and accommodation.

deakin.edu.au/kitjarra

Clubs and societies
Deakin students can explore more than 120 clubs and societies across our campuses. We’ve got groups dedicated to everything from anime to basketball.

From sports, health and personal development clubs to academic, religious, and course-specific groups, there’ll be a club or society that suits you.

Make the most of your time at Deakin: meet new people, try new things, share your skills and discover your hidden talents.

Ways we can support you to get there

Fees
Depending on the course, an Australian Commonwealth supported undergraduate student at Deakin in 2019 can expect to pay between $6566 and $10,958 per year of study. These fees will change for 2020.

Eligible students can get loans via the Higher Education Contribution Scheme–Higher Education Loan Program (HECS-HELP). Repayments are made through the Australian taxation system once your annual income exceeds the minimum threshold.

If you’re an eligible student, you can access a range of government financial assistance programs, such as Youth Allowance and Austudy.

Study-related costs
Students will also need to pay for living costs and course-related expenses, like computer equipment, books, field trips and special equipment or clothing (if applicable to your course).

deakin.edu.au/courses/fees-scholarships/
study-related-costs

Government assistance
Commonwealth Supported Place
If you’re an Australian citizen, holder of a Permanent humanitarian visa, Permanent resident or New Zealand citizen and meet Australia’s residency requirements, you’ll be eligible for a Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP) for a bachelor course at Deakin. The Australian Government subsidises a Commonwealth Supported Place by paying part of the fees directly to the University, making your education more affordable and accessible.

If you’re a student enrolled in a CSP, you’re only required to contribute part of the cost of your course through ‘student contributions’. The cost of your course will depend on the units you study.

HECS-HELP Loan
The Australian Government scheme, HECS-HELP, is a loan scheme for eligible students enrolled in a Commonwealth Supported Place.

Under the HECS-HELP loan scheme you can defer all of your tuition fees or make an upfront payment. The HECS-HELP loan covers the student contribution part of your student fees. You’ll begin paying back your loan to the Australian Taxation Office in small increments once you meet the minimum income threshold.

Deakin University is subject to Australian Government Legislation. As such, legislative changes can occur and may impact your HECS-HELP eligibility. For more information on eligibility requirements, please visit studyassist.gov.au or deakin.edu.au/courses/fees/fee-payment-assistance.

Scholarships
A Deakin scholarship is more than a simple financial boost – it sets you on the pathway to success at university. It’s a great opportunity to stand out from your peers and is an excellent feature on your resume.

We offer scholarships for many situations, whether you’ve experienced disadvantage and/ or achieved academic merit. Awarding a Deakin scholarship is our chance to acknowledge and reward your accomplishments and hard work. You could be eligible for a number of scholarships during your time at Deakin. Use our online search tool to help you find out what scholarships you could be eligible to apply for.

deakin.edu.au/courses/fees-scholarships/
scholarship-tips

Financial support
Deakin offers a range of financial assistance. If you’re experiencing financial difficulties, you might also be eligible for an interest-free student loan for study-related expenses.

Useful websites

deakin.edu.au/fees

deakin.edu.au/scholarships

studyassist.gov.au

humanservices.gov.au

Inclusive learning community
Deakin values diversity, embraces difference and seeks to nurture a connected, safe and respectful community.
deakin.edu.au/about-deakin/values

Our LGBTIQ+ community supports the culture and visibility of LGBTIQ+ students and allies.
deakin.edu.au/lgbiq

The Disability Resource Centre delivers information and services for students with a disability, health or mental health condition that affects their study or participation in university life.
deakin.edu.au/disability-services

Deakin Accelerate for VCE students
If you’re a high-achieving VCE student, Accelerate lets you study two first-year university subjects at the same time as your Year 12 studies, either at one of Deakin’s four locations or at the Cloud Campus – our innovative online learning environment.

When you successfully complete the Accelerate program, you’ll achieve between three and five increment points added to your ATAR aggregate.

There aren’t any tuition fees for the units you study as part of Deakin Accelerate (we pay them for you). There may be costs associated with textbooks for your particular study area or materials for seminars. Most of the unit study resources are available online, and textbooks can often be borrowed from the library.

You’ll gain credit on completion of your Accelerate units, which you can put towards a related Deakin course – that’s two units ticked off your degree.

Even if your Deakin course is unrelated to your Accelerate units, in many cases you’ll still be able to use the credit you’ve earned as electives. This means you can lighten your first-year study load or fast-track your degree by going straight into second-year units.
deakin.edu.au/accelerate

Tamar Peterson
2017 Accelerate student – Disability, Diversity and Inclusion Bachelor of Nursing student

‘If you are unsure about what you would like to do once you finish school, this opportunity is a really good one to get on board with. This experience helped me pinpoint exactly what I wanted to do!’

Find your pathway to Deakin

There are many pathways to studying at Deakin – find one that suits you!

Pathways through Deakin

Taking a pathway to Deakin means you get to start the Deakin experience sooner, beginning and completing your studies at the University.

Transfer between campuses

Start your course at a campus with a lower ATAR requirement, then transfer to your desired campus after first year.

Transfer between courses

Apply to study a course with similar subjects or majors, but a lower ATAR, and use this as a pathway into your ideal course.

Complete an Associate degree

A Deakin Associate degree in arts or education lets you study in a supported campus environment. It also gives you a direct, guaranteed pathway to an arts, criminology or primary education bachelor degree.

Undertake single unit (non-award) study

If you just want to test the waters and see what studying at Deakin is like, consider studying a single unit (or two). The unit can count towards a degree if you decide to enrol in one afterwards, and you’ll get to satisfy your personal and professional interests.

Pathways through Deakin College

A Deakin College diploma offers a pathway to enter Deakin as a 2nd year student in selected undergraduate degrees.

Pathways through TAFE

Deakin partners with the country’s best TAFE institutions to offer a guaranteed entry program. Our partners include:
- Bendigo TAFE
- Box Hill Institute
- Chisholm Institute
- The Gordon
- Kangaroo Island
- Melbourne Polytechnic
- South West TAFE
- TAFE NSW

deakin.edu.au/TAFE

Pathways through other institutions

If you’re currently studying at another university and would like to apply for entry into Deakin to finish your degree, you can apply for recognition of prior learning for your previous study.

Pathways through the workforce

Deakin students come from all walks of life – not everyone goes straight to university after finishing high school. You might be able to gain entry to Deakin and/or credit towards a Deakin course, based on your work experience or prior industry training.

deakin.edu.au/pathways

Try our Pathway Finder tool

There are many different ways you can get into an undergraduate course at Deakin. No matter your ATAR or education history, we’re here to help you find your pathway to Deakin. Try our Pathway Finder tool and explore the options that might be available to you at deakin.edu.au/courses/entry-pathways/pathway-finder or call us on 1800 693 888.

‘My favourite thing about Deakin University would be the industry connections that are handed to you on a platter, all you have to do is participate.’

Chelsea Clarke
Bachelor of Design (Architecture)/Bachelor of Construction Management student
IGNITED Scholarship and New Colombo Plan Scholarship recipient.

Can we help you find your pathway into university?

We have a great team at Deakin, ready to help you find your pathway into university. Give us a call on 1800 693 888 to discuss your options or email myfuture@deakin.edu.au.

1 Subject to availability and meeting academic requirements.
2 You may be eligible for up to 18 months’ (full-time study) recognition of prior learning for your previous study.
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Courses at Deakin

The following pages outline key details for each of Deakin’s undergraduate and related degrees. Courses are featured according to the interest areas listed here. Course names and codes are included, as well as brief course overviews, major areas of study, careers and everything you need to know about getting into each course. Find out more about these interest areas and the courses available at deakin.edu.au.

Not sure where to start? Speak to one of our friendly staff on 1800 MY FUTURE (1800 693 888) to discuss your options or email myfuture@deakin.edu.au.

Courses to careers
Deakin isn’t just about courses – we focus on careers and experience too. Visit explore.deakin.edu.au to kickstart your course and career exploration at Deakin. With more than 600 paired courses and careers, it’s the best way to explore your future career.

Orientation and getting started
Nervous about starting university? There’s no need to be – we’ve got everything in place to help you through the process. Check out our handy online checklist at deakin.edu.au/life-at-deakin/orientation-getting-started for what to prepare before you start at Deakin and learn everything about enrolment, orientation and your course.

18 Architecture and built environment
20 Arts, humanities and social sciences
26 Business
31 Communication and creative arts
34 Design
36 Engineering
38 Environment
41 Health
45 Information technology
47 Law
49 Medicine
50 Nursing
51 Psychology
53 Science
56 Sport
58 Teaching

Key terms for choosing your course

Campus
Deakin has five campuses – one in Melbourne, another in Warrnambool, two in Geelong, and our Cloud Campus. The following course table indicates the campuses where you can study our undergraduate courses.

ATAR
The ATAR is a score from 0 to 99.95. It indicates a student’s performance in relation to other students.

The ATAR is calculated by using an aggregate produced by adding:

• scaled study score in English, English Language, Literature, or English as an Additional Language (EAL)
• the best three VTAC-scaled study scores, and
• 10% of the fifth and sixth scores that are available.

Adjustment factors applied via Educational Access Schemes don’t change the ATAR, they change an applicant’s selection rank for a course that the applicant has listed as a preference. This results in the applicant moving up the course selection list. It also means that an applicant’s selection rank can be different for each course listed in their course preference list.

If the applicant is allocated sufficient adjustment factor points, the applicant might receive an offer for a course even though their ATAR is below the published lowest selection rank.

Admissions transparency
As per Australian Government guidelines, the ATAR published in this guide is the lowest ‘adjusted ATAR score’ for which an offer was made in 2019. This ‘adjusted ATAR score’ is an applicant’s ‘raw ATAR score’, plus any adjustment factors applied. Deakin operates an open and transparent admissions process; visit the VTAC course search at vtac.edu.au or deakin.edu.au/transparency for an ATAR profile of all Deakin courses.

Course duration
This is the length of the course in years, based on completing the course full-time (eight subjects). Part-time study options may also be available. Find out by searching for your course at deakin.edu.au/courses.

Entry requirements
The course table outlines the entry requirements for recent secondary education applicants and non-year 12 applicants.

Recent secondary education applicants
• Current Year 12 students (2019)
• Year 12 graduates (2018 and 2017)

Non-Year 12 applicants
• Applicants with higher education study
• Applicants with Vocational Education and Training (VET) study
• Applicants with work and life experience
• Applicants who completed Year 12 in 2016 or earlier

For more information on entry requirements and to learn about the type of applicant you are, visit deakin.edu.au/courses/how-to-apply. You can also call us on 1800 693 888 to discuss your options.

Trimester intake
Most courses start in Trimester 1 (T1) (March to June). The course entry indicates whether you have the option to begin your studies in Trimester 2 (T2) (July to October) or Trimester 3 (T3) (November to February). Not all units are offered in every trimester. Some courses in Deakin’s Faculty of Health and Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built Environment are offered by semester. Semester 1 runs from February to June; Semester 2 runs from July to November. Check each course at deakin.edu.au/courses for the most up-to-date intake information.

Fees
The fees listed are 2019 indicative fee rates for students enrolled in the first year of studies in a Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP). The Australian Government offers a subsidy for students enrolled in a CSP by paying part of their fees for the place directly to the university. The fees listed are the indicative amount you’ll need to pay for one year of study. Visit deakin.edu.au/fees for up-to-date information.

Deakin Hallmarks are prestigious University awards that recognise students’ outstanding achievements and capabilities that are key to employment success.

Find out more at deakin.edu.au/hallmarks, including how Hallmarks are awarded.

Deakin’s Hallmarks are:

• Communication
• Digital literacy
• Teamwork
• Critical thinking
• Problem solving
• Self management
• Global citizenship

Deakin University
# Architecture and built environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Careers</th>
<th>Entry requirements</th>
<th>Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor of Design (Architecture)</strong>&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Understand the built environment, ecosystem and community to create meaningful and sustainable designs for everyday from houses to skyscrapers – anywhere in the world.</td>
<td>With an eye for detail and a love of drawing, you’ll harness creativity with urban planning to make an impact with your designs. A folio is not required as part of our admissions process for the Bachelor of Design (Architecture).</td>
<td><strong>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL</strong>&lt;br&gt;deakin.edu.au/course/S346</td>
<td><strong>$9347</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours)</strong></td>
<td>Develop a strong understanding of the business of construction, from law to technology. The Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours) will equip you with market-ready skills for construction management, estimating, surveying or property development – working across projects large and small.</td>
<td>Students have the opportunity of completing the course in one year full time or two trimesters (or at least 1.5 time study) by undertaking units in Trimester 3.</td>
<td><strong>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL</strong>&lt;br&gt;deakin.edu.au/course/S346</td>
<td><strong>$9347</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor of Design (Architecture)/Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours)</strong>&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Gain knowledge, skills and practical experience in architecture, design and construction in this unique combined course that explores smart, sustainable design. Learn to design striking buildings that are economically and environmentally viable – and manage projects, no matter what their scale or size.</td>
<td>Leads to professional recognition when followed by successful completion of the Master of Architecture (Design Management).</td>
<td><strong>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL</strong>&lt;br&gt;deakin.edu.au/course/S346</td>
<td><strong>$9347</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours)/Bachelor of Property and Real Estate</strong></td>
<td>With the Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours)/Bachelor of Property and Real Estate, you’ll learn how to drive growth, make strong commercial decisions, understand regulations and manage construction projects. The combined structure means you’ll also be equipped with vocational skills like surveying and building economics.</td>
<td>A combined bachelor’s degree in architecture (accredited) and construction management with a WAM (or equivalent average grade indicator) of 60, OR Portfolio of relevant work.</td>
<td><strong>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL</strong>&lt;br&gt;deakin.edu.au/course/S346</td>
<td><strong>$9347</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. **Global Science and Technology Program**<sup>3</sup> | **Overview**<br>Build on your architectural skills through specialist design research and resolution with the Master of Architecture. You’ll learn about urban ecologies and contexts, integrated project evaluation and sustainable design – knowledge that will propel you towards a career as a practising architect. | As a graduate of this course you can work in private architectural practices, government organisations and private companies in property, development, building and design. Career opportunities include: 3D architectural modeller, architect, architectural consultant, architectural designer, community development architect, historic building inspector and work in urban and landscape design. | **For the full-time course (in Melbourne)**<br>deakin.edu.au/course/S100 | **$9395** |

---

2. **Master of Architecture**<sup>4</sup> | **Overview**<br>The Master of Architecture (Design Management) is designed for students who have completed a combined degree in architecture (accredited) and construction management. You’ll further develop your skills and knowledge in design research, urban ecologies and more as you work towards professional recognition with national architectural bodies. | As a graduate of this course you can work in construction management, private architectural practices, government organisations and private companies in property development, building and design. Career opportunities include: building project manager, drafter, estimator, procurement manager, project estimator, quantity surveyor, structural drafter, 3D architectural modeller, architect, architectural consultant, architectural designer, community development architect or historic building inspector. | **For the full-time course (in Melbourne)**<br>deakin.edu.au/course/S346 | **$9347** |

---

3. **Master of Architecture (Design Management)**<sup>5</sup> | **Overview**<br>Add an international experience to your degree, supporting you to develop new skills and a broader world view while studying overseas. Successful applicants will be offered a monetary scholarship to assist with travel costs and will be required to participate in the Deakin Global Citizenship Program. | This program ensures you develop the skills needed to be successful in an increasingly global society and helps you gain independence, self-confidence and self-awareness. Develop your skills and networking capabilities with international colleagues and friends, while gaining understanding and awareness of diverse cultures and backgrounds. | **For the full-time course (in Melbourne)**<br>deakin.edu.au/course/S100 | **$9395** |

---

4. **Deakin International Supplementary Information Form**<br>Students must meet the prerequisites for their specific architecture and construction management preference. All applicants must also complete and submit the Global Science and Technology Program Supplementary Information Form (deakin.edu.au/levels/global).

---

5. **Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built Environment**<br>Available for high achieving students with a minimum WAM of 80.00. Applicants must also meet the published prerequisites for their specific course preference within the Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built Environment.

---

6. **Master of Construction Management (Honours)**<br>Refer to specific course entry for campus and trimester intake options. N/A means not applicable.
Arts, humanities and social sciences

Bachelor of Arts
Overview
Study a Bachelor of Arts at Deakin and open the door to a world of opportunity. You can choose your degree to complement your interests and set yourself up to be flexible and employable within many professions.

CAREERS
- Administration
- Advertising
- Anthropology
- Arabic
- Building studies
- Children’s literature
- Chinese
- Creative writing
- Criminology
- Design
- Drama
- Education
- Film, television and animation
- Gender and sexuality studies
- Geography and society
- History
- Indonesian
- International relations
- Islamic studies
- Journalism
- Language and culture studies
- Literary studies
- Media studies
- Middle East studies
- Philosophy
- Photography
- Politics and policy studies
- Professional experience and practice (minor only)
- Public relations
- Religious studies
- Sociology
- Spanish
- Sport and society (minor only)
- Sustainability and society (minor only)

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- $6843

Bachelor of Criminology
Overview
Learn the who, why and how of crime with Deakin’s Bachelor of Criminology. With the perfect balance of theory and practical learning, join the university with the most established criminology program in Victoria and graduate armed with the critical thinking skills to tackle criminal justice issues. We’ll help you understand the inner workings of criminal behaviour from environmental crime to terrorism, and how to use this understanding when making decisions within the criminal justice system.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- $6918

Bachelor of International Studies
Overview
Dive into other cultures and build a global career by studying Deakin’s Bachelor of International Studies, an experience-rich course designed to give you a deep understanding of the international forces shaping the world today.

CAREERS
- Anthropology
- Arab
- Chinese
- Indonesian
- International politics
- International relations
- Language and culture studies
- Middle East studies
- Politics and policy studies
- Spanish

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- $6697

Bachelor of International Studies (Global Scholar)
Overview
Develop intercultural competencies and an established global perspective by studying Deakin’s Bachelor of International Studies (Global Scholar). You’ll gain foundation knowledge of the international political climate and travel overseas to begin building a global career from the very beginning of your studies.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- $7005

Diploma of Arabic
Overview
Whether you’re brushing up or starting from scratch with a whole new language, this course is designed to sharpen your language skills and deepen your cultural understanding. Graduates from this course can look forward to a diverse and challenging career as: crime analyst, jury consultants, private investigators, forensic psychologists, correctional officers, parole officers, crime reporters, crime researchers, criminologists, intelligence officers and federal police officers (requires further study).

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- $6516

Diploma of Chinese
Overview
This Chinese language program offers students the opportunity to attain proficiency in spoken and written Chinese and provides an understanding of the Chinese culture and ways of life. It’s a great complement to your studies in any discipline plus you’ll gain a global perspective and boost your employability. In country language programs are also available.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- $6516
**Arts, humanities and social sciences**

**Course**  
Diploma of Indonesian  
Overview  
Learn communication skills in Bahasa Indonesia while gaining an understanding of its culture, history and society. Indonesia is Australia’s closest Asian neighbour and the region is increasingly important to Australia economically, politically and culturally. In-country language programs are also available.

**Careers**  
Expand your employment options far beyond Australian shores to exciting and challenging positions in Indonesia and other countries where Malay is used.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$6566

**Course**  
Diploma of Spanish  
Overview  
Spanish is a great complement to your studies in any discipline, plus you'll gain a global perspective and boost your employability. Develop fluency in Spanish by developing an understanding of grammatical structures and local fields through a communicative approach, and by developing skills through guided activities that target listening, speaking, reading and writing competencies. In-country language programs are also available.

**Careers**  
Gain skills in the Spanish language that will give you a competitive edge, and further your employment options in Latin America and Spain.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$6566

**Course**  
Associate Degree of Arts  
Overview  
University can be a challenge, which is why we've designed a course providing students with a supported learning environment and a guaranteed pathway into Deakin’s Bachelor of Arts for selected A1/2 students. The Associate Degree of Arts teaches you the learning skills you need to be successful at university, including communication, digital literacy, critical thinking and teamwork skills.

**Careers**  
After graduating, continue studying or use this degree as a standalone qualification. You’ve gained a valuable experience and can then go on to study for a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Criminology (depending on your major), plus enrol in a choice of subjects that can be direct entry into an Australian university.

**Entry requirements**  
A minimum of 50 credits from the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) or its equivalent, plus a personal statement on your motivation for studying the Associate Degree of Arts.

**Fees**  
$6955

**Course**  
Bachelor of Arts - Advanced (Honours)  
Overview  
Stand out from the crowd with advanced skills and knowledge gained in Deakin's Bachelor of Arts – Advanced (Honours). Enrol immediately in a four-year degree which combines a Bachelor of Arts with an Honours year. You will develop high-level and professional analytical skills in a variety of areas and gain a competitive edge in your chosen field in your fourth year as you undertake a supervised and supported independent project. You will also gain an imaginative appreciation of the social sciences, humanities and the arts, and skills necessary for employers at a global level.

**Careers**  
Your skills will be in demand in a range of careers, including: NGO policy officer, political campaign manager, artist manager, artist, travel agent, social policy developer, arts writer, arts critic, arts administrator, record producer, freelance writer, philosophy teacher, archival advisor, newspaper reporter, public servant, records officer, event operations manager, policy curator, public relations manager and media analyst.

**Entry requirements**  
A minimum of 80 credits or equivalent in the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) or its equivalent, plus a personal statement on your motivation for studying the Associate Degree of Arts.

**Fees**  
$6566

**Course**  
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science  
Overview  
Gain a competitive edge in the job market by studying the Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science combined degree. This will give you a broad understanding of science combined with another degree, subsequently apply with the faculty for the Diplomas of Indonesian.

**Careers**  
Applicants who wish to undertake the Diploma of Indonesian concurrently with another degree must apply through VUTAC for another place in the degree and, once enrolled, subsequently apply with the faculty for the Diploma of Indonesian.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$6566

**Course**  
Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of Arts  
Overview  
Want a career rich with diverse experience? This business combined degree trains you in transferable skills that allow you to seamlessly move between the roles of the future, all while fostering your creativity and entrepreneurial spirit.

**Careers**  
Applicants who wish to undertake the Diploma of Spanish concurrently with another degree must apply through VUTAC for another place in the degree and, once enrolled, subsequently apply with the faculty for the Diploma of Spanish.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$6566

**Course**  
Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Science  
Overview  
Combine commerce major subjects with complementary arts majors in Deakin’s Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Arts to create a unique qualification. Learn to think like an entrepreneur, with a strong foundation in all aspects of business.

**Careers**  
All applicants must complete a personal statement for the Bachelor of Arts Degree of Arts and should include your rationale for VUTAC qualifications and year attended, and in less than 500 words provide a statement on your motivation for studying the Bachelor of Arts Degree of Arts, commitment to the course and future career aspirations.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$6955

**Course**  
Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Cyber Security  
Overview  
Deakin's Bachelor of Cyber Security is the only degree of its kind in Australia. You’ll become equipped with key skills in securing data and data communications, as well as investigating and providing solutions to cybercrime.

**Careers**  
You could find yourself working in government agencies, state or federal intelligence agencies, research and policy development, correctional services, communication services, as well as private security and investigatory industries. You can also explore more technical roles, such as: security analyst, security systems manager, penetration tester, anti-virus and anti-malware developer, as well as computer forensic specialist.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$8064

**Course**  
Bachelor of Criminal Justice/Bachelor of Laws  
Overview  
Deakin's Bachelor of Criminal Justice/Bachelor of Laws gives you a broad understanding of all major legal areas. You’ll explore the inner workings and impacts of criminal behaviour and various responses to it – from environmental crime to terrorism – and how to use this understanding when making decisions within the criminal justice system.

**Careers**  
You’ll be ready for a variety of career opportunities including: accounting, assistant, agent, agent centre manager, communications consultant, community worker, financial planner, human resources manager, international trade officer, IT professional, marketing manager, media manager, personal profile advisor, policy developer, public relations manager, small business owner, and trade delegate.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$9758

**Course**  
Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor of Laws  
Overview  
Deakin's Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor of Laws gives you a broad understanding of all major legal areas. You’ll explore the inner workings and impacts of criminal behaviour and various responses to it – from environmental crime to terrorism – and how to use this understanding when making decisions within the criminal justice system.

**Careers**  
You could find yourself working in government agencies, state or federal intelligence agencies, research and policy development, correctional services, communication services, as well as private security and investigatory industries. You can also explore more technical roles, such as: security analyst, security systems manager, penetration tester, anti-virus and anti-malware developer, as well as computer forensic specialist.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$8064

**Course**  
Bachelor of Cyber Security  
Overview  
Deakin's Bachelor of Cyber Security is the only degree of its kind in Australia. You’ll become equipped with key skills in securing data and data communications, as well as investigating and providing solutions to cybercrime.

**Careers**  
You could find yourself working in government agencies, state or federal intelligence agencies, research and policy development, correctional services, communication services, as well as private security and investigatory industries. You can also explore more technical roles, such as: security analyst, security systems manager, penetration tester, anti-virus and anti-malware developer, as well as computer forensic specialist.

**Entry requirements**  
VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).

**Fees**  
$9073
Course | Overview | Careers | Entry requirements | Fees
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor of Psychological Science | Combining Deakin's Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor of Psychological Science will make you rethink what we perceive as 'crime' and the social justice and rehabilitation that goes along with it. Offering you an accredited pathway in psychology, you'll graduate ready to enter the workforce or continue your study in the pursuit of becoming a fully qualified psychologist.
 | Promising career opportunities await in the areas of criminology and psychology. You may find employment in areas such as: government agencies, state and federal police, security and surveillance agencies, research and policy development, correctional services, community service agencies, as well as private security and consultative industries.
 | VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL).
 | $7,740

Bachelor of Forensic Science/Bachelor of Criminology | Become a crime scene expert by studying the Bachelor of Forensic Science/Bachelor of Criminology, a combined course that trains you to piece together the many facets of crime, from understanding motives to unlocking hidden details in evidence.
 | Four strong understanding of both the criminal justice system and forensic science prepares you to thrive in a variety of roles including: forensic scientist, research scientist, scientific investigator, crime prevention officer, cyber security specialist, intelligence analyst, risk assessment officer, as well as state and federal policing.
 | VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).
 | $8,080

Bachelor of Health Sciences/Bachelor of Arts | Build a degree tailored to your interests with a Bachelor of Health Sciences/Bachelor of Arts. This flexible degree will allow you to major in fields from both health sciences and arts, tapping into unique course combinations and career opportunities. You can choose your course structure to hone in whichever niche reflects your individual passions.
 | Your career outcomes will depend on the majors you complete with this degree. Studying health sciences could lead to careers in community health counselling, disability and inclusion, environmental health, health education, health promotion, nutrition, psychological science, regional health service planning, as well as sport development. You could also find yourself in fields like: advertising and marketing, business, education, ethics, arts, government, international relations, media, politics and policy, as well as public relations.
 | VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL).
 | $8,052

Bachelor of International Studies/Bachelor of Commerce | Gain a competitive business foundation with global application. Through Deakin's Bachelor of International Studies/Bachelor of Commerce, you'll develop your understanding about the international forces shaping government, business and communities, and gain the skills to analyse and interpret these forces. You'll learn about commerce focuses like accounting, marketing and law, and gain insights through valuable overseas study experiences.
 | Your skills will be in demand in a range of careers, including: diplomatic, foreign affairs officials, foreign exchange analyst, import/export manager, international management consultant, NGO policy officer, politicians and trade delegate.
 | VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL).
 | $8,995

1. The 2019 indicative Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP) fee is based on a typical annual fee for an Australian domestic student enrolling in two units of full-time study in the Bachelor of Arts (A300). To proceed to the Master of Teaching (Secondary) students must earn a Weighted Average Mark (WAM) of 60 over their undergraduate studies. Additional requirements may apply. All students are required to sit an English non-academic assessment.
2. The four foundation units in the A250 course must be undertaken at a campus. Cloud Campus enrolments are considered to travel weekly to the Melbourne Burwood Campus or the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus to undertake these units.
3. Students enrolled in this course are required to undertake units of study at both the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus and the Geelong Waterfront Campus.
4. This course is also available at the Institute of Koorie Education. Find out more at deakin.edu.au/teaching.
5. Majors are not available at all campuses. Visit deakin.edu.au/courses for campus availability.
6. This course is not available at the Cloud Campus.
7. This course is also available at the Institute of Koorie Education. Forging the unique Waurn Ponds Campus students by combination of online and campus-based learning.
8. Students are also required to complete two credit point units, EUN100 and EUN101, as part of the Literacy and Numeracy Test for Initial Teacher Education (LANTITE) in order to graduate from their course.
9. Students applying to all initial teacher education courses are required to sit the GREPS test, a non-academic assessment. Please be advised the cost of the GREPS test is $6613.
10. The four foundation units in the A250 course must be undertaken at a campus. Cloud Campus enrolments are considered to travel weekly to the Melbourne Burwood Campus or the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus to undertake these units.
**Course Overview**

**Bachelor of Business**
- Deakin’s Bachelor of Business is a contemporary, career-focused course. Whether you’re preparing for the nuances of international business relationships through your Global Mindset and Citizenship unit or learning the challenges and opportunities of business ownership in Entrepreneurship and Innovation, you’ll develop the skills and experience you need to succeed in the business world.
- The Bachelor of Business can lead to a variety of careers in Australia and overseas, including business analyst, business development manager, business operations manager, customer relations manager, events manager, procurement manager, product manager, project manager and small business owner.

**Entry Requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English EAL.

**Fees**

- $10,152

**Course Overview**

**Bachelor of Commerce**
- Develop the technical skills and professional capabilities to be a confident business leader for today and the future. With nine majors and a strong industry reputation, Deakin’s Bachelor of Commerce opens up opportunities in nearly every area of business and government across Australia and overseas.

**Entry Requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English EAL.

**Fees**

- $10,749

**Course Overview**

**Bachelor of Property and Real Estate**
- Gain the broad skills you need to forge a career in real estate, from property development and valuation to the business principles of law and accounting. This diverse course has close links with professional bodies, and employers will value the practical experience that’s included as you study.

**Entry Requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English EAL.

**Fees**

- $10,533

**Course Overview**

**Bachelor of Sport Development**
- Learn about sport pathways and coaching, and the marketing and management of sport, and turn your passion for sport into a rewarding career. With Deakin’s Bachelor of Sport Development, you’ll examine the science of coaching as well as the practical elements of encouraging participation and performance in sport.

**Entry Requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English EAL.

**Fees**

- $9,833
Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of Arts

Overview
Want a career rich with diverse experiences? The Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of Arts combines studying your chosen majors and disciplines to transferable skills that allow you to seamlessly move between the roles of the future, while fostering your creativity and entrepreneurial spirit.

Not only will your entrepreneurial mindset be highly valued across many industries, the transferable skills you develop will allow you to adapt and thrive in a variety of roles. Depending on your majors, you'll have the practical experience needed to be successful as a business analyst, business owner, event professional, communications manager, financial analyst, marketing manager, or sales professional.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $9,073

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- Melbourne Burwood: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Arts

Overview
Combine commerce major sequences with complementary arts majors in Deakin's Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Arts to create a unique qualification. Learn to think more critically as you gain a strong foundation in all aspects of business. Master the professional and quantitative demands of areas such as economics, finance and accounting. At the same time, a complementary choice from arts major sequences will mean you graduate with the balanced education employers want.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $9,758

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- Melbourne Burwood: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Business Analytics

Overview
Develop critical analysis skills to take data-driven into strategies to drive business success with Deakin's Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Business Analytics. Learn to interpret data and information, then combine it with a strong foundation in all areas of business. Graduate with practical skills that will be an asset to companies all over the world.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $10,456

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Laws

Overview
Combine a leading law degree with the commercial skills that organisations are looking for in Deakin's Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Laws. Your broad knowledge of both business and legal concepts, as well as robust training, practical experience and industry placements, will make you a competitive candidate in all areas of corporate law.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 35 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $10,879

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of International Studies/Bachelor of Commerce

Overview
With this combined course, your specialist expertise will be desirable business, marketing or management roles within the science industry. Career opportunities include: accountant, health promotion officer, human resources manager, medical marketing manager, scientific editor, stockbroker and sustainability analyst.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $10,238

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Science

Overview
Graduates from this course can look forward to a diverse and challenging career as one of the following: corporate lawyer, law reform officer, federal public officer, judge, jury consultant, law professor, legal advisor, media policy development manager, policy advisor, private investigator, liquidator, legal secretary, international trade law consultant, accountant, auditor, human resources manager, stockbroker, organisational counsellor, small business owner, immigration agent and sport law adviser.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 35 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $10,879

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Business

Overview
Deakin’s Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Business lets you take your science career beyond the lab. For specialist science knowledge with a strong foundation in business disciplines and graduate ready to lead, innovate and succeed in your chosen field.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $9,073

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science/Bachelor of Business (Sport Management)

Overview
Experience the synergy of sport science and the business of sporting organisations with Deakin’s Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science/Bachelor of Business (Sport Management). Gain the skills to improve the sporting performance and health of athletes and teams, as well as the expertise to become a professional leader in exercise and sport science in areas of sport and conditioning, physiology.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 35 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $10,497

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of International Studies

Overview
Gain a competitive business foundation with global application. Through Deakin’s Bachelor of International Studies, Bachelor of Commerce, you’ll develop your understanding about the international forces shaping government, business and communities, and gain skills to analyse and interpret these forces. You’ll learn about commerce focuses like accounting, marketing and law, and gain insights through valuable overseas study experiences.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $9,426

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Property and Real Estate

Overview
With this qualification, you’ll be able to specialise in all facets of the construction management and property and real estate markets including commercial, industrial and residential property. Career opportunities include: architectural consultant, construction manager, conveyancing, estimator, leasing agent, portfolio manager, procurement manager, project estimator, property developer, real estate agent and valuer.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL, or 25 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $10,238

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Real Estate

Overview
With the Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours)/Bachelor of Property and Real Estate, you’ll learn how to drive growth, make strong commercial decisions, understand regulations and manage construction projects. The combined structure means you’ll also be equipped with vocational skills like surveying and building economics.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL, or 35 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $10,497

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Arts

Overview
Knowledge with a strong foundation in business and legal knowledge will be highly valued across many industries, the transferable skills you develop will allow you to adapt and thrive in a variety of roles. Depending on your majors, you’ll have the practical experience needed to be successful as a business analyst, business owner, event professional, communications manager, financial analyst, marketing manager, media analyst, risk advisor, sales professional, systems administrator, tourism consultant, construction manager, database manager, digital marketing manager, financial analyst, human resource manager, marketing manager, media analyst, risk advisor, sales professional, systems administrator.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4—a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

Fees
- $9,073

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds: 56.00
- Melbourne Burwood: 56.00
- * indicative ATAR
Bachelor of Nutrition Science/Bachelor of Commerce

Overview
Build your foundation in nutrition science while understanding how business operates and guides Australia’s $20 trillion dollar food industry. With a Bachelor of Nutrition Science/Bachelor of Commerce, you’ll graduate with highly transferable skills that allow you to understand and navigate the relationship between nutrition and business.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL)
- deakin.edu.au/course/D301

Fees
- $9944

Bachelor of Property and Real Estate/Bachelor of Property and Real Estate (Law)1

Overview
Combine the practical skills of real estate with the commercial knowledge you need to succeed through the Bachelor of Property and Real Estate/Bachelor of Commerce. You’ll gain a business foundation that includes economics, marketing and media, and law, while studying in various aspects of real estate such as development, management and valuation.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- deakin.edu.au/course/D315

Fees
- $10,568

Bachelor of Property and Real Estate/Bachelor of Business

Overview
Combine the practical skills of real estate with highly transferable skills across property investment, valuation, development and management.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL)
- deakin.edu.au/course/D368

Fees
- $10,182

Bachelor of Public Health and Health Promotion/Bachelor of Commerce

Overview
Combine an education in health issues with a strong business foundation through the Bachelor of Public Health and Health Promotion/Bachelor of Commerce. You’ll acquire approaches to improve health systems and gain practical skills through field-based programs. Complement it with commercial expertise in areas like economics and marketing for a diverse, transferable skill set.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL)
- deakin.edu.au/course/D388

Fees
- $9997

Bachelor of Communication (Journalism)

Overview
In today’s fast-paced digital age, we’ve never been hunger for news – sharing it with the masses in real time is business. The Bachelor of Communication (Journalism) will give you the skills to shape a great news story, engage your audience and deliver the news across a range of media platforms.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- deakin.edu.au/course/D315

Fees
- $6978

Bachelor of Communication (Public Relations)

Overview
Work across a range of sectors including business, government and not-for-profit organisations. With a Bachelor of Communication (Public Relations), you’ll learn how innovative and ethical communication fosters meaningful relationships with stakeholders, develops the capabilities to create inspiring campaigns and events, manage issues and become an adaptive communications expert.

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- deakin.edu.au/course/D325

Fees
- $6878
Communication and creative arts

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Dance)
Course Overview
Immerse yourself in the exciting physical, social and conceptual practices of contemporary dance. Through core studies in technique, choreography, history and theory you’ll learn how dance interacts with creativity, innovative thinking, community enrichment and technology. You’ll also have opportunities to develop individual and group performance projects.

Campus and ATAR:
- Melbourne Burwood Campus (T1, T2, T3) 80-99

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Drama)
Course Overview
Want to be a part of the next generation of innovative performers and theatre-makers? Deakin’s Bachelor of Creative Arts (Drama) will help you master your craft, create new stories and forge your own unique path as a creative in the industry. Led by performance experts with years of industry experience, you’ll explore techniques in acting, improvisation, voice and directing and digital theatre crafts to work in theatre, film and television.

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus 80-99

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Photography)
Course Overview
Want to document and tell stories of the world around you through images? Develop the specialist knowledge, critical awareness and confidence required to establish yourself as an industry-adapted professional photographer, through Deakin’s Bachelor of Creative Arts (Photography). With the guidance of leading photography experts and access to state-of-the-art equipment and facilities, you’ll experiment, research and develop your own aesthetic sensibilities in this key medium of expression.

Campus and ATAR:
- Cloud Campus 90-99
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus (T1, T2, T3) 80-99

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Arts)
Course Overview
Develop your skills as a contemporary artist practitioner through Deakin’s take on the classic Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Arts). Through specialised studio practice and opportunities to exhibit your work in galleries and exhibitions, you’ll develop your professional, creative and intellectual capabilities to engage with the world through new and traditional media. You’ll explore painting, drawing, printmaking, 3D, digital and multidisciplinary forms.

Campus and ATAR:
- Cloud Campus 80-99
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus and Geelong Waterfront Campus (T1, T2, T3) 80-99

Bachelor of Creative Writing
Course Overview
Want to use your knack for writing in a pathway to a fulfilling career and live the life of a satisfaction? Deakin’s Bachelor of Creative Writing can show you how. Tame your writing and gain expertise across a range of genres and styles. You’ll explore contemporary approaches and their histories in areas like creative non-fiction, short-story, poetry, as well as and extended fiction writing.

Campus and ATAR:
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus 90-99
- Melbourne Burwood Campus 90-99

Course Bachelor of Creative Arts (Dance)
Overview
- Bachelor of Creative Arts (Dance)

Careers
- Dancer
- Dance choreographer
- Dance administrator

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- N/A

Fees
- $6,633

Course Bachelor of Creative Arts (Drama)
Overview
- Bachelor of Creative Arts (Drama)

Careers
- Director
- Actor
- Educator

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- N/A

Fees
- $6,633

Course Bachelor of Creative Arts (Photography)
Overview
- Bachelor of Creative Arts (Photography)

Careers
- Professional photographer
- Advertising photographer
- Commercial photographer

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- N/A

Fees
- $6,629

Course Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Arts)
Overview
- Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Arts)

Careers
- Visual arts practitioner
- Arts educator
- Arts administrator

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- N/A

Fees
- $6,556

Course Bachelor of Creative Writing
Overview
- Bachelor of Creative Writing

Careers
- Writer
- Journalist
- Editor

Entry requirements
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- N/A

Fees
- $6,907

1 The 2019 indicative Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP) fee is based on a typical enrolment for an Australian domestic student enrolled in two trimesters of full-time study, or 8 credit points, unless otherwise indicated. This fee should be used as a guide only and is subject to change.
2 To be eligible for entry into this course, applicants must present a portfolio of work to a satisfactory standard. All applicants must complete an interview.
3 Offered to students who complete Year 12 at an Australian school and are eligible for a Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP). This course is subject to the approval of the University and is only available to students who meet the entry requirements.
4 Students are required to complete an interview. Further information can be obtained from the Cloud Campus.
5 The campus fee for this course is based on enrolment in 128 units of study at the Melbourne Burwood Campus.
6 The campus fee for this course is based on enrolment in 128 units of study at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus.
7 Offers are made to students who meet the entry requirements and who are eligible for a Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP). This course is subject to the approval of the University and is only available to students who meet the entry requirements.
Design

Bachelor of Design (3D Animation)(1)

Overview
Let your imagination run free and create the unexpected with the Bachelor of Design (3D Animation) at Deakin. Explore how animation is used across film, television, and online environments, web, motion capture and game design – and learn to draw or digitally create characters that leap off the page.

Entry requirements
As a graduate, you’ll be well-equipped multidisciplinary designer ready to work in motion-design, animation, film, television, web design, augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR).Roles include: 2D or 3D animator, augmented reality designer, media artist, industrial designer, game developer, illustrative modeller, motion capture technician, motion graphic designer, multimedia developer and VFX designer.

Bachelor of Design (Digital Technologies)(1)

Overview
Creative problem-solvers with a love of design and an aptitude for technical IT skills should explore our Bachelor of Design (Digital Technologies). Learn about User Experience (UX), design strategies, digital technologies and interactive media, to deliver impactful digital solutions for creative and social issues in our changing world.

Entry requirements
Graduates are open to many career opportunities, in the areas of advertising and design studios, print houses and corporate companies, taking up roles as design engineers, digital designers, digital media designers, graphic designers, industrial designers, User interface (UI) designers, virtual reality experience designers and web designers.

Bachelor of Design (Visual Communication)(1)

Overview
Get introduced to the professional design world through Deakin’s Bachelor of Design (Visual Communication). Learn the tools, strategies and design thinking methodologies required to be an adept, multi-disciplinary communications designer. From day one you’ll learn to shape your ideas into smart and appealing concepts for users, customers and society as a whole, under the guidance of industry leaders and established designers.

Entry requirements
Understand the built environment, ecosystem and community to create meaningful and sustainable designs for everyone from houses to skyscrapers – and anywhere in between.

With an eye for detail and a love of drawing, you’ll harness creativity with urban planning to make an impact with your designs. A folio is not required as part of our admissions process for the Bachelor of Design (Architecture).

Bachelor of Design (Architecture)(1)

Overview
Work across the globe including Europe, Asia and the US. Pursue the following roles (some may require further study): 3D architectural visualiser, architect, architectural consultant or designer; building designer; building project manager; cartographer; design coordinator, draftsperson, interior designer, landscape architect, quantity surveyor, spatial planning design engineer; structural drafter and town/urban planner.

Entry requirements
Graduates are open to many career opportunities, in the areas of advertising and design studios, print houses, publishers, corporate companies, government and private practice. Potential careers include: communication designer, artist director (creative director), animation and motion designer, web designer, graphic designer, interactive designer, illustrator and packaging (FMCG) designer.

Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (Honours)(1)

Overview
Graduate ready to transition into a number of areas and roles including product development, biomedical, aerospace, automotive, field and test engineering, advanced manufacturing, research, development and design, as well as control and systems design. Today, mechanical engineers lead their skills to the development of almost every design imaginable – especially complex products like cars, robots and aeroplanes.

Entry requirements
If you’re serious about the ways things work, Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (Honours) allows you to turn your passion into a rewarding career. Mechanical engineering at Deakin brings together leading experts in state-of-the-art mechanical, electronic and computer science technologies to tackle energy production in a changing world. In Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechanical and Electronic Engineering (Honours).

Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Honours)(1)

Overview
Gain market-ready skills when you study electrical engineering, including renewables and alternative energy generation, and the role of energy production in climate change. You’ll get hands-on experience and theoretical knowledge to tackle energy production in a changing world with Deakin’s Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Honours).

Entry requirements
Graduates find themselves with value to contribute across a range of roles, including: electrical design engineer, telecommunications engineer, industrial engineer, PLC programmer, electronic test engineer, researcher, design engineer, special effects technician, robotics engineers and technician, solar cell engineer, automotive electrician, multimedia specialist and computer engineer.

Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (Honours)(1)

Overview
Graduate ready to transition into a number of areas and roles including product development, biomedical, aerospace, automotive, field and test engineering, advanced manufacturing, research, development and design, as well as control and systems design. Today, mechanical engineers lead their skills to the development of almost every design imaginable – especially complex products like cars, robots and aeroplanes.

Entry requirements
If you’re serious about the ways things work, Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (Honours) allows you to turn your passion into a rewarding career. Mechanical engineering at Deakin brings together leading experts in state-of-the-art mechanical, electronic and computer science technologies to tackle energy production in a changing world. In Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechanical and Electronic Engineering (Honours).

Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Honours)(1)

Overview
Gain market-ready skills when you study electrical engineering, including renewables and alternative energy generation, and the role of energy production in climate change. You’ll get hands-on experience and theoretical knowledge to tackle energy production in a changing world with Deakin’s Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Honours).

Entry requirements
Graduates find themselves with value to contribute across a range of roles, including: electrical design engineer, telecommunications engineer, industrial engineer, PLC programmer, electronic test engineer, researcher, design engineer, special effects technician, robotics engineers and technician, solar cell engineer, automotive electrician, multimedia specialist and computer engineer.

Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (Honours)(1)

Overview
Graduate ready to transition into a number of areas and roles including product development, biomedical, aerospace, automotive, field and test engineering, advanced manufacturing, research, development and design, as well as control and systems design. Today, mechanical engineers lead their skills to the development of almost every design imaginable – especially complex products like cars, robots and aeroplanes.

Entry requirements
If you’re serious about the ways things work, Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (Honours) allows you to turn your passion into a rewarding career. Mechanical engineering at Deakin brings together leading experts in state-of-the-art mechanical, electronic and computer science technologies to tackle energy production in a changing world. In Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechanical and Electronic Engineering (Honours).

Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Honours)(1)

Overview
Gain market-ready skills when you study electrical engineering, including renewables and alternative energy generation, and the role of energy production in climate change. You’ll get hands-on experience and theoretical knowledge to tackle energy production in a changing world with Deakin’s Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Honours).

Entry requirements
Graduates find themselves with value to contribute across a range of roles, including: electrical design engineer, telecommunications engineer, industrial engineer, PLC programmer, electronic test engineer, researcher, design engineer, special effects technician, robotics engineers and technician, solar cell engineer, automotive electrician, multimedia specialist and computer engineer.
Course | Overview | Careers | Entry requirements | Fees\*  
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours)  
Campus and ATAR:  
| WP | 72.70 |  
Graduate as an industry-ready civil engineer by studying Deakin’s Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours). You’ll combine contemporary theory with hands-on projects to develop the skills needed to confidently design, construct and maintain the built infrastructure systems that are vital in our day-to-day lives.  
Deakin graduates are in demand both in Australia and further abroad. Graduate ready to transition into a number of areas and roles, including: construction design, companies, councils, engineering consultancy firms, government bodies, public works departments, water authorities, road and transport authorities, structural engineers, geotechnical engineers, water engineers, road engineers and research engineers.  
| VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL; and a study score of at least 10 in Maths: Methods (any) or Maths: Specialist Mathematics. | $9359  
deakin.edu.au/course/S461  

deakin.edu.au/course/S462  

deakin.edu.au/course/S463  

deakin.edu.au/course/S464  

Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Honours)  
Campus and ATAR:  
| Y1, T1 | 72.30 |  
Gain market-ready skills when you study electrical and electronics engineering, including renewables and alternative energy generation, and the role of energy production in climate change. You’ll get hands-on experience and theoretical knowledge to tackle energy production in a changing world with Deakin’s Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Honours).  
Graduates find themselves with value to contribute across a range of roles, including: electrical design engineer, telecommunications engineer, industrial engineer, PUC programmer, electronic test engineer, research engineer, design engineer, special effects technician, robotics engineers and technicians, solar cell technician, clear car engineer, automotive electronics, multimedia systems specialist and computer engineer.  
| VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL; and a study score of at least 10 in Maths: Methods (any) or Maths: Specialist Mathematics. | $9359  
deakin.edu.au/course/S460  

deakin.edu.au/course/S465  

Bachelor of Environmental Engineering (Honours)  
Campus and ATAR:  
| Y1, T1 | 70.25 |  
Focus on practical skills and outcomes across sustainability, climate change and infrastructure when you study environmental engineering at Deakin. Gain a broad knowledge across the industry, with solutions-led technical skills to put you in high demand in this ever-changing field.  
Graduates are in high demand in this rapidly evolving industry, addressing global issues like climate change and sustainability in roles such as: waterways manager, green design professional, engineering technologist, design engineer, stormwater engineer, environmental health officer, hazardous waste manager, noise control monitors, natural resource manager, sustainability analyst, sustainability consultant, waste management coordinator and water quality tester.  
| VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL; and a study score of at least 20 in Maths: Mathematical Methods (any) or Maths: Specialist Mathematics. | $9359  
deakin.edu.au/course/S460  

deakin.edu.au/course/S465  

Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (Honours)  
Campus and ATAR:  
| Y1, T1 | 70.80 |  
If you’re curious about the way things work, Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (Honours) allows you to turn your passion into a rewarding career in mechanical engineering at Deakin. You’ll bring together leading computer-aided engineering technologies with advanced materials and manufacturing knowledge to provide one of the most relevant mechanical engineering degrees in Australia.  
Graduate ready to transition into a number of areas and roles, including: product development, biomedical, aerospace, automotive, field and test engineering, advanced manufacturing, mining, rail, transport and development, as well as control and systems design. Today, mechanical engineers lead their skills to the development of almost every design imaginable – especially complex products like cars, robots and aeroplanes.  
| VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL; and a study score of at least 10 in Maths: Methods (any) or Maths: Specialist Mathematics. | $9359  
deakin.edu.au/course/S460  

deakin.edu.au/course/S465  

Course | Overview | Careers | Entry requirements | Fees\*  
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering (Honours)  
Campus and ATAR:  
| NP | 70.55 |  
Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering (Honours) prepares you to be an industry-ready professional engineer, capable of creating the electronics, robots and autonomous systems that power our future.  
With a ground breaking faculty and a strong focus on project-based learning, we’re changing the way students train to become engineers.  
Create the smart software and systems of the future by studying Deakin’s Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering (Honours). Graduate as an industry-ready software engineer ready to solve tomorrow’s business problems through creative computing solutions.  
Develop and implement state-of-the-art smart devices, systems and application frameworks for industries including health, agriculture, manufacturing and transport. This can lead to employment in roles such as: business analyst, data engineer, DevOps engineer, embedded systems developer, IoT system engineer, machine learning engineer, mobile applications developer, project manager, software engineer, software developer, systems architect and web applications developer.  
| VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL; and a study score of at least 20 in one of Maths: Mathematical Methods (any) or Maths: Specialist Mathematics. | $9359  
deakin.edu.au/course/S460  

deakin.edu.au/course/S465  

Bachelor of Software Engineering (Honours)  
Campus and ATAR:  
| NP | 65.35 |  
Create, design and develop software solutions for the future. This includes software engineering, as well as roles in computer science, such as: software developer, systems architect and web applications developer.  
Develop and implement state-of-the-art smart devices, systems and application frameworks for industries including health, agriculture, manufacturing and transport. This can lead to employment in roles such as: business analyst, data engineer, DevOps engineer, embedded systems developer, IoT system engineer, machine learning engineer, mobile applications developer, project manager, software engineer, software developer, systems architect and web applications developer.  
| VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL; and a study score of at least 20 in one of Maths: Mathematical Methods (any) or Maths: Specialist Mathematics. | $9359  
deakin.edu.au/course/S460  

deakin.edu.au/course/S465  

Global Science and Technology Program\*  
Campus and ATAR:  
| WP | 80.00 |  
Add an international experience to your degree, supporting you to develop new skills and a broader world view while studying overseas. Successful applicants will be offered a monetary scholarship to assist with travel costs and will be required to participate in the Deakin Global Citizenship Program.  
This program ensures you develop the skills needed to be successful in an increasingly global society and helps you gain independence, self-confidence and awareness. Develop your skills and networking capabilities with international colleagues and friends, while gaining understanding and awareness of diverse cultures and backgrounds.  
| Supplementary Information Form  
(deakin.edu.au/sebe/global). | N/A  

1. The 2019 Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP) fee is based on a typical enrolment for an Australian domestic student enrolled in two trimesters of full-time study, or 8 credit points, unless otherwise indicated. This fee should be used as a guide only and is subject to change.  
2. CloudCampus students will be required to participate in campus-based intensive activities each trimester at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus.  
3. The first year of engineering is available at all three campuses. Students undertaking first year at the Melbourne Burwood Campus may choose to complete their course requirements either at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus or at the Cloud Campus. International students can only enrol in this course at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus or the Cloud Campus.  
4. Recent secondary education applicants include current Year 12 students in 2019, as well as Year 12 graduates from 2018 and 2017.  
5. There are four categories under which non-Year 12 applicants may apply to Deakin: – applicants with higher education study – applicants with Vocational Education and Training (VET) study – applicants with work and/or experience – applicants who completed Year 12 in 2016 or earlier.  
6. Available for high-achieving students with a minimum ATAR of 90.00. Applicants must also meet the published prerequisites for their specific course preference within the Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built Environment.  
7. Refer to specific course entry for campus and trimester intake options.  
8. Deakin course fees are based on the 2020 academic year. These fees may change each year.  
9. Applicants must meet the prerequisites for their specific course preference.  
10. All applicants must also complete and submit the Global Science and Technology Program Supplementary Information Form (deakin.edu.au/sebe/global).  
11. Deakin's Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering has been approved by the Australian Computer Society (ACS) following review of the course of study.  
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### Bachelor of Environmental Science (Environmental Management and Sustainability)

Combining the latest research with extensive fieldwork, the Bachelor of Environmental Science (Environmental Management and Sustainability) prepares you to adapt to the rapid changes in the environment and implement sustainability strategies that protect the future of the planet Earth.

**Overview**

- Combining the latest research with extensive fieldwork
- Preparing you to adapt to the rapid changes in the environment
- Implementing sustainability strategies

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $8700

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Gee Long, Waurn Ponds Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Environmental Science (Marine Biology)

Gain extensive hands-on experience exploring coastal ecosystems and marine environments in an area that has some of the highest biodiversity in Australia. Learn how to sustainably manage precious marine environments with Deakin’s Bachelor of Environmental Science (Marine Biology).

**Overview**

- Gain extensive hands-on experience
- Exploring coastal ecosystems and marine environments

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $8959

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Environmental Science (Wildlife and Conservation Biology)

Deakin’s Bachelor of Environmental Science (Wildlife and Conservation Biology) gets you out of the classroom and into nature. Learn how to capture and handle native animals, measure the health of ecosystems, survey wildlife populations, develop conservation strategies and even have the opportunity to visit global biodiversity hot-spots.

**Overview**

- Gets you out of the classroom and into nature
- Learning how to capture and handle native animals

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $8959

**Campus and ATAR:**

- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Environmental Engineering (Honours)

Focus on practical skills and outcomes across sustainability, climate change and infrastructure when you study environmental engineering at Deakin. Gain a broad knowledge across the industry, with solutions-led technical skills to put you in high demand in this ever-changing field.

**Overview**

- Focus on practical skills and outcomes
- Across sustainability, climate change and infrastructure

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $8959

**Campus and ATAR:**

- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Science

Deakin's Bachelor of Science prepares you for the exciting world of scientific discovery. Forge your own unique path by choosing from a wide range of specialisations, to solve tomorrow’s global issues through science and discovery.

**Overview**

- Preparing you for the exciting world of scientific discovery
- Choosing from a wide range of specialisations

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $9250

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science

Gain a competitive edge in the job market by studying the Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science combined course. Complement your understanding of science with invaluable skills like critical thinking and strong communication, and open up a world of exciting career options once you graduate.

**Overview**

- Gain a competitive edge in the job market
- Complement your understanding of science

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $7972

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Science

Deakin’s Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Science allows you take your science career beyond the lab. Pair special science knowledge with a strong foundation in business disciplines and graduate ready to lead, innovate and succeed in your chosen field.

**Overview**

- Allows you to take your science career beyond the lab
- Pair special science knowledge with a strong foundation in business disciplines

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $10,238

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws

The commercialisation of rapidly evolving technologies has opened the door to a new kind of expert with specialised knowledge in both science and law. Study Deakin’s Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws to graduate with an increasingly sought-after skill set, to succeed in either field – or where science and law intersect.

**Overview**

- The commercialisation of rapidly evolving technologies
- Opened the door to a new kind of expert

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $9559

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Arts

Graduate with the skills needed to unlock tomorrow’s breakthroughs, solve global issues with science and make a real difference to the health of communities around the world.

**Overview**

- Graduate with the skills needed to unlock tomorrow’s breakthroughs
- Solve global issues with science

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $9250

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Science

Gain extensive hands-on experience exploring coastal ecosystems and marine environments in an area that has some of the highest biodiversity in Australia. Learn how to sustainably manage precious marine environments with Deakin’s Bachelor of Environmental Science (Marine Biology).

**Overview**

- Gain extensive hands-on experience
- Exploring coastal ecosystems and marine environments

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $8959

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Science (Marine Biology) Overview

Combining the latest research with extensive fieldwork, the Bachelor of Science (Marine Biology) prepares you to adapt to the rapid changes in the environment and implement sustainability strategies that protect the future of the planet Earth.

**Overview**

- Combining the latest research with extensive fieldwork
- Preparing you to adapt to the rapid changes in the environment
- Implementing sustainability strategies

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $8700

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Science (Wildlife and Conservation Biology) Overview

Deakin’s Bachelor of Science (Wildlife and Conservation Biology) gets you out of the classroom and into nature. Learn how to capture and handle native animals, measure the health of ecosystems, survey wildlife populations, develop conservation strategies and even have the opportunity to visit global biodiversity hot-spots.

**Overview**

- Gets you out of the classroom and into nature
- Learning how to capture and handle native animals

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $8959

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Science (Honours) Overview

Focus on practical skills and outcomes across sustainability, climate change and infrastructure when you study environmental engineering at Deakin. Gain a broad knowledge across the industry, with solutions-led technical skills to put you in high demand in this ever-changing field.

**Overview**

- Focus on practical skills and outcomes
- Across sustainability, climate change and infrastructure

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $8959

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00

---

### Bachelor of Science Overview

Deakin’s Bachelor of Science prepares you for the exciting world of scientific discovery. Forge your own unique path by choosing from a wide range of specialisations, to solve tomorrow’s global issues through science and discovery.

**Overview**

- Preparing you for the exciting world of scientific discovery
- Choosing from a wide range of specialisations

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4

**Fees**

- $9250

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Melbourne Burwood Campus: $80.35
- T1, T2: 59.00
Graduates of the Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) are qualified to teach in secondary schools within Victoria, in the private, independent or public education sectors. Your specialisations and advanced knowledge will also open doors to roles in community services, government agencies and not-for-profit organisations.

This program ensures you develop the skills needed to be successful in an increasingly diverse and complex global society and helps you gain independence, self-confidence and self-awareness. Develop your skills and networking capabilities with international colleagues and friends, while gaining a deep understanding and awareness of diverse cultures and backgrounds.

Apply to the Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) program now.

Learn more about the Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) program.

# Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary)

## Overview

Translate your passion for the study of sciences into a career that inspires others, with a Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) at Deakin. Create unique course combinations with science specialisations and graduate as a qualified secondary school educator.

Graduates of the Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) are qualified to teach in secondary schools within Victoria, in the private, independent or public education sectors. Your specialisations and advanced knowledge will also open doors to roles in community services, government agencies and not-for-profit organisations.

1. VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

2. Deakin.edu.au/course/H309

3. Visit campus and head to the course of interest to find out further information.

4. Deakin.edu.au/health/regional

### More information

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Deakin University
- Melbourne Burwood Campuses
- Melbourne Waterfront Campus
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus
- Geelong Waterfront Campus

**Campus and ATAR:**

- Deakin University
- Melbourne Burwood Campuses
- Melbourne Waterfront Campus
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus
- Geelong Waterfront Campus

### Fees

- $9,560

### Entry requirements

- VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

- Deakin.edu.au/course/H309

- All students are required to sit a non-academic assessment.

### Additional information

- VCE units 3 and 4: a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

- Deakin.edu.au/course/H309

- All students are required to sit a non-academic assessment.

### Entry requirements

- VCE units 3 and 4: a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

- Deakin.edu.au/course/H309

- All students are required to sit a non-academic assessment.

1. The 2019 indicative Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP) fee is based on a typical enrolment for an Australian domestic student enrolled in two trimesters of full-time study, or 8 credit points, unless otherwise indicated. This fee should be used as a guide only and is subject to change.

2. Second recent secondary education applicants include current Year 12 students in 2019, as well as Year 12 graduates from 2016 and earlier.

3. There are four categories under which non-Year 12 applicants may apply to Deakin:— applicants with Year 12 results — applicants with vocational education and training (VET) study — applicants with work and/or experience — applicants who completed Year 12 in 2015 or earlier.


5. Melbourne Burwood Campus only.

6. Students are required to apply for a Working with Children Check before commencing school experience. Students applying to all initial teacher education courses are required to undertake the non-academic assessment. Find out more at deakin.edu.au/teaching.

### Additional information

- VCE units 3 and 4: a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

- Deakin.edu.au/course/H309

- All students are required to sit a non-academic assessment.

1. The Bachelor of Medical Imaging has been developed to equip you with the latest knowledge in medical radiation science, including ultrasound, CT, X-ray and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). You’ll learn in our state-of-the-art facilities and take part in clinical placements in metro, rural and regional settings to ensure you graduate career-ready. This course will allow you to work as a registered diagnostic radiographer anywhere in Australia, New Zealand, the UK and Canada.

2. Deakin University

3. Melbourne Burwood Campuses

4. Melbourne Waterfront Campus

5. Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus

6. Geelong Waterfront Campus

7. Deakin University

8. Melbourne Burwood Campuses

9. Melbourne Waterfront Campus

10. Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus

11. Geelong Waterfront Campus

### Overview

This flexible degree allows you to combine study areas that you’re passionate about, and benefit from workplace learning to enhance your career prospects in the imaging health sector.

As a Bachelor of Health Sciences graduate, you can be confident that you’ll get a solid grounding in multiple fields of health sciences, and be prepared for a successful career in the fastest growing employment sector in Australia.

### Majors

- Disability and inclusive education
- Environmental science
- Exercise science
- Family, society and health
- Food studies
- Health and sustainability
- Health promotion
- Medical biosciences
- Nutrition
- Physical activity and exercise
- Psychological science
- Psychology for professional development
- Social work
- Violence prevention and response

### Additional information

- VCE units 3 and 4: a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL)

- Deakin.edu.au/course/H400

- All students are required to sit a non-academic assessment.

1. VCE units 3 and 4 — a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)

2. Deakin.edu.au/course/H304

3. All students are required to sit a non-academic assessment.
### Bachelor of Nutrition Science

Study a Bachelor of Nutrition Science and develop an understanding of human nutrition and its impact on our population.

Learn how to tackle challenges facing our society including disease prevention, lifespan nutrition, obesity, the spread of misinformation, and the social and physiological effects of food on our wellbeing.

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL)

**Fees:**
- $9923

**Campus and ATAR:**
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus: 33.55 and 35.15
- Melbourne Burwood Campus: 24.90 and 30.00

### Bachelor of Occupational Therapy

Through the Bachelor of Occupational Therapy, you’ll receive a cutting-edge and practical education that provides you with over 1000 hours of real world experience.

This course will prepare you to improve people’s quality of life, and to educate them on how best to transition back into the occupations that are meaningful to them.

We’ll give you the expertise to provide personalized strategies to help people who have mental or physical health limitations. Take the next step towards a rewarding career helping people from all walks of life.

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL)

**Fees:**
- $8845

**Campus and ATAR:**
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus: 32.00
- Melbourne Burwood Campus: 22.20 and 28.35

### Bachelor of Public Health and Health Promotion

Make a difference to people’s lives on a broad scale with a Bachelor of Public Health and Health Promotion. You’ll learn how to tackle minor and major health issues and boost the wellbeing of individuals, communities and populations.

Combined approaches involving community engagement, policy development, research, education and the media will give you the expertise needed to address the causes of poor health and boost wellbeing throughout society.

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL)

**Fees:**
- $8996

**Campus and ATAR:**
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus: 31.02 and 35.15
- Melbourne Burwood Campus: 24.90 and 30.00

### Bachelor of Social Work

The Bachelor of Social Work equips you with the knowledge and skills to enhance the wellbeing of others through an understanding of policy, socioeconomic factors and social justice issues. If you’re passionate about human rights and have a strong sense of social justice, this is the perfect course to begin your journey towards a rewarding career in social work.

You may work in many general and specialist areas of social work such as: advocacy, community development, consultancy, counselling, drug and alcohol counselling, education, facilitation, family therapy, health, housing, policy development and research, program management and coordination, refugee assistance and tribunal capacities, as well as avoiding groups such as the aged, women, youth or multicultural populations.

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL)

**Fees:**
- $7083

**Campus and ATAR:**
- Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus: 35.50
- Melbourne Burwood Campus: 20.60 and 28.50
### Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Careers</th>
<th>Entry requirements</th>
<th>Fees¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Nursing/ Bachelor of Public Health and Promotion</td>
<td>Gain a valuable qualification in nursing, along with a deep understanding of the contributions to population health and the skills needed to help people engage in healthier lifestyles.</td>
<td>Deakin’s Bachelor of Nursing/ Bachelor of Public Health and Promotion allows you to make a difference in health outcomes of individuals, communities and global populations.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL).</td>
<td>$7955.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Information Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Careers</th>
<th>Entry requirements</th>
<th>Fees¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Information Technology</td>
<td>Build a strong foundation with core IT skills you can apply to multiple industries and technologies, with Deakin’s Bachelor of Information Technology. Focus your knowledge with a specialised major in one of our industry-relevant majors, such as app development, cyber security, game development, and more.</td>
<td>Career opportunities include: application, software or game developer, augmented reality creator, consultant or system analyst, database and web designer or manager, IT security officer or manager, mobile and app developer, network administrator, software architect, project manager, security analyst, web designer and UI designer.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 - a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or 20 in English other than EAL.</td>
<td>$9134.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

¹ Fees are subject to change and may be adjusted. The fees quoted are based on the fees in effect for the 2019 intake.
**Information Technology**

**Course**

**Overview**

Graduate with the skills needed to unlock tomorrow’s breakthroughs, solve global issues and work as a leader in technological innovation and make a real difference to the health of populations.

A degree science with Deakin can lead to roles including: research scientist, field botanist, park ranger, secondary teacher, environmental manager, technological, clinical trial lead, scientific editor, chemist, project manager and systems administrator.

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or 20 in English other than EAL.
- $9260.

**Fees**

**Law**

**Course**

**Overview**

Deakin's Bachelor of Criminology/ Bachelor of Cyber Security is the only degree of its kind in Australia. You’ll become equipped with key skills in securing data and data communications, as well as investigating and providing solutions to cyber crime. Understand the inner workings of criminal behaviour while developing a skill set to take on what’s quickly becoming the number one criminal threat to society in cyber crime.

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or 20 in English other than EAL.
- $5,834.

**Fees**

**Bachelor of Criminology/ Bachelor of Cyber Security**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.

**Bachelor of Commerce/ Bachelor of Business Analytics**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.

**Global Science and Technology Program**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.

**Information Technology**

**Course**

**Overview**

Graduate with the skills needed to unlock tomorrow’s breakthroughs, solve global issues and make a real difference to the health of populations.

A degree science with Deakin can lead to roles including: research scientist, field botanist, park ranger, secondary teacher, environmental manager, technological, clinical trial lead, scientific editor, chemist, project manager and systems administrator.

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or 20 in English other than EAL.
- $9260.

**Fees**

**Law**

**Course**

**Overview**

Deakin’s Bachelor of Criminology/ Bachelor of Cyber Security is the only degree of its kind in Australia. You’ll become equipped with key skills in securing data and data communications, as well as investigating and providing solutions to cyber crime. Understand the inner workings of criminal behaviour while developing a skill set to take on what’s quickly becoming the number one criminal threat to society in cyber crime.

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or 20 in English other than EAL.
- $5,834.

**Fees**

**Bachelor of Criminology/ Bachelor of Cyber Security**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.

**Bachelor of Commerce/ Bachelor of Business Analytics**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.

**Global Science and Technology Program**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.

**Information Technology**

**Course**

**Overview**

Graduate with the skills needed to unlock tomorrow’s breakthroughs, solve global issues and work as a leader in technological innovation and make a real difference to the health of populations.

A degree science with Deakin can lead to roles including: research scientist, field botanist, park ranger, secondary teacher, environmental manager, technological, clinical trial lead, scientific editor, chemist, project manager and systems administrator.

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or 20 in English other than EAL.
- $9260.

**Fees**

**Law**

**Course**

**Overview**

Deakin’s Bachelor of Criminology/ Bachelor of Cyber Security is the only degree of its kind in Australia. You’ll become equipped with key skills in securing data and data communications, as well as investigating and providing solutions to cyber crime. Understand the inner workings of criminal behaviour while developing a skill set to take on what’s quickly becoming the number one criminal threat to society in cyber crime.

**Entry requirements**

- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or 20 in English other than EAL.
- $5,834.

**Fees**

**Bachelor of Criminology/ Bachelor of Cyber Security**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.

**Bachelor of Commerce/ Bachelor of Business Analytics**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.

**Global Science and Technology Program**

**Campus and ATAR:**

- N/A.
- N/A.
- N/A.
Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Cyber Security

Protect society from the growing threat of cybercrime by studying Australia's only combined laws and cyber security degree. Through Deakin’s Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Cyber Security, you can explore roles in both fields or use your dual expertise to become an in-demand cyber lawyer, capable of handling the complex issues of our evolving digital world.

You’ll graduate with the diverse skills and practical experience required to thrive in fields of law and cyber security, in roles including business analyst, business manager, company administrator or consultant, corporate lawyer, cyber security consultant, national security adviser, policy adviser for government departments or authorities, security analyst, and security systems manager or cryptographer.

Course Overview

Campus and ATAR:

Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of International Studies

Forge an international legal career and develop competitive skills with cross-cultural relevance in Deakin’s Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of International Studies. You’ll learn about and analyse the forces shaping Australia, investigate the internationalisation of the law, and apply it at a global level through Deakin’s overseas study experiences.

Graduates are suitable candidates for a range of career opportunities, including: corporate lawyer, crime analyst, criminal lawyer, law reform officer, judge, jury consultant, law professor, legal adviser, mediator, diplomat, federal police officer, trade agreements negotiator, ASSO officer, foreign affairs officer, politician and NGO policy officer.

Course Overview

Campus and ATAR:

Bachelor of Property and Real Estate/ Bachelor of Laws

Property and law have a natural synergy that is in high demand. Gain a competitive legal edge with hands-on experience in the dynamic real estate industry in Deakin’s Bachelor of Property and Real Estate/Bachelor of Laws, combining your top-ranked legal education with skills across property investment, valuation, development and management.

Pursue a range of careers, including: law reform officer, judge, conveyancer, leasing agent, law professor, legal adviser, mediator, legal secretary, property manager, valuer, government valuer, liquidator, portfolio manager, real estate agent and auctioneer.

Course Overview

Campus and ATAR:

Bachelor of Science / Bachelor of Cyber Security

The commercialisation of rapidly evolving technologies has opened the door to a new kind of expert with specialist knowledge in both science and law. Study Deakin’s Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws to graduate with an increasingly sought-after skill set, to succeed in either field—or where science and law intersect.

As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science and research science. Or upon completion of your degree and the additional practical legal training, you’ll be qualified to work as a solicitor or barrister in all legal fields including: commercial, criminal, family, intellectual property, real estate, small business and human rights law.

Course Overview

Campus and ATAR:

Doctor of Medicine

Set yourself up for a range of careers, from general practice and geriatric medicine through to pathology, paediatrics and surgery. Our Doctor of Medicine has an emphasis on rural and regional medicine and aims to satisfy the critical shortage of doctors in regional areas – making graduates highly employable.

Problem-based learning is a key theme of medicine at Deakin, meaning that while you’re at university, you’ll learn to solve the kinds of problems that you’ll encounter when you’re working in medicine.

You’ll also get the chance to study at our $13 million purpose-built facilities at Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus for the first two years of your course. This allows you to learn and engage through problem-based seminars and practical classes. Your clinical experience will take place in laboratories, hospitals, and other health services in the Geelong region.

Our course also includes placements in a range of medical environments, from hospitals and general practices to community healthcare settings in the Geelong region. For the third and fourth years of the course, you will have the opportunity to preference one of five clinical schools in Geelong, Ballarat, Warrnambool and Box Hill, or the Rural Community Clinical School.

The course concludes in year four with two five-week rotations—an elective that can be taken in Australia or overseas, and a pre-internship hospital rotation in which you’ll experience the day-to-day life of an intern.

During the clinical placement component of the Doctor of Medicine, you’ll complete at least four weeks of a dedicated rural attachment, which meets your obligations under the Commonwealth Department of Health requirements.

Deakin’s medicine graduates perform extremely well in terms of employment outcomes. To qualify as registered medical practitioners with the Australian Medical Council (AMC), graduates undertake accredited internships at a number of Victorian and interstate hospitals. Following successful completion of their intern year, graduates can apply for entry to specialty training programs for a range of medical careers.

Course Overview

Campus:

Degree code

Medicine

342

672

Bachelor of Science / Bachelor of Property and Real Estate

Deakin University

48

deakin.edu.au

Medicine

62,000

672

Deakin University

49

deakin.edu.au
**Nursing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Careers</th>
<th>Entry requirements</th>
<th>Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Nursing</td>
<td>Deakin's Bachelor of Nursing gives you the knowledge, skills and values you need to become a competent and successful registered nurse. This course prepares you to provide high-quality, safe, patient-centred care in a range of settings, with clinical placements starting from year 1.</td>
<td>Work around the world in a range of settings, including: hospitals, homes, aged care settings, clinics, schools, universities, community health centres, as well as government agencies and private industries.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$7253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Nursing (Clinical Leadership)</td>
<td>The Bachelor of Nursing (Clinical Leadership) is the only undergraduate degree of its kind in Victoria, giving you an individualised mentoring in clinical leadership. Focusing on clinical nursing leadership and management, research, and education, you will graduate with confidence in your ability to successfully step into the role of a registered nurse.</td>
<td>Bring your nursing and leadership skills to life in a range of professional settings, including hospitals, businesses and the education sector. You may find roles in all areas of nursing, such as: acute care/surgical, sub-acute care, emergency, aged care, paediatrics and rehabilitation.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$7302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Midwifery</td>
<td>Midwives play an invaluable role in facilitating childbirth and caring for mothers and babies throughout pregnancy, labour and beyond. With Deakin’s combined Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Midwifery you’ll graduate with the skills and knowledge to gain registration as a nurse and a midwife, opening the door to a highly rewarding and diverse career.</td>
<td>As a registered nurse and registered midwife, you can pursue globa in a range of work settings, such as: maternity services, emergency, paediatrics, rehabilitation, hospitals, aged care settings, clinics, schools, universities, as well as government agencies and private industries.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$6094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Psychological Science</td>
<td>Deakin’s Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Psychological Science develops your understanding of human behaviour, and helps to build the skills you need to become a competent and successful nurse. Armed with a wealth of real-world knowledge through your clinical placements, you’ll graduate ready for work as a registered nurse and be eligible to pursue further study towards qualification as a registered psychologist.</td>
<td>As a registered graduate and registered psychologist, you can pursue global in a range of work settings including: hospitals, homes, aged care settings, clinics, schools and community health centres. To pursue a professional career in psychology, enrol in an approved Master of Psychology study such as Deakin’s Graduate Diploma of Psychology.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$7135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Public Health and Health Promotion</td>
<td>Gain a valuable qualification in nursing, along with a deep understanding of the contributors to population health and the skills the need to help people engage in healthier lifestyles. Deakin’s Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Public Health and Health Promotion allows you to make a difference in the health outcomes of individuals, communities and global populations.</td>
<td>As a registered nurse with public health and health promotion knowledge, you can work around the world in diverse areas like: health education, health and human services, public health communication, as well as health policy development and implementation. As a registered nurse, you can work in settings including: hospitals, homes, hospices, aged care settings, clinics, schools, universities, community health centres, as well as government agencies and private industries.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$7056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The 2019 indicative Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP) fee is based on a typical enrolment for an Australian domestic student enrolled in 21-timetable for full-time study, or 6 credit points, unless otherwise indicated. This fee should be used as a guide only and is subject to change.
2. Trimester 2 and 3 intake for applicants who are registered or eligible to register as an enrolled nurse with the Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia (NMBA).
3. This course is also available as part of the Flexible Education. Find out more at [deakin.edu.au/fe](http://deakin.edu.au/fe).
4. Recent secondary education applicants include current Year 12 students in 2019, as well as Year 12 graduates from 2018 and 2017.

**Psychology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Careers</th>
<th>Entry requirements</th>
<th>Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Psychological Science</td>
<td>Gain insight into why people think, feel and behave the way they do. You’ll uncover all aspects of human behaviour and personality, giving you the best possible foundation for further study, as well as government agencies and private industries.</td>
<td>Study the mind and its processes, behaviour and mental states. With increasing focus on mental health in contemporary society, career prospects for psychology graduates are strong and varied. The honours year included in this course prepares you for professional registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, and sets you on the pathway to full registration.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$7379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)</td>
<td>Study the Bachelor of Arts (Psychology) and learn about human behaviour, cognitive processes, and the factors that influence all of us to think and act in different ways. You’ll also develop essential skills in critical thinking and problem solving as you gain knowledge in your area of study in the humanities, social sciences and creative arts.</td>
<td>You may find work in: hospitals and clinics, mental health and counselling, community support services, human resources, marketing and social research, corrective services, policy development, justice and advocacy systems, and research. After completion of your honours/4th year of study, become a fully registered psychologist by undertaking a master’s or doctorate qualification in psychology.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$7351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Arts (Psychology)</td>
<td>Enter fields like: creative arts, education, historical and cultural heritage, human resources, law enforcement, media and communication, politics and government, as well as social service. With further study, such as an honours year in psychology, you can gain professional registration to work in psychology.</td>
<td>Study the Bachelor of Arts (Psychology) and learn about human behaviour, cognitive processes, and the factors that influence all of us to think and act in different ways. You’ll also develop essential skills in critical thinking and problem solving as you gain knowledge in your area of study in the humanities, social sciences and creative arts.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English D (other than EAL) or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$6773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Health Sciences</td>
<td>A rewarding career in a health-related field gives you the chance to reduce health disparity and to help people — whether in Australia or overseas — to lead fuller, healthier and happier lives. Study a major in psychological science or psychology for professional development within the Bachelor of Health Sciences and explore a range of career opportunities across the health and human services sector.</td>
<td>Depending on your major, you can work in the following roles: case manager, disability inclusion worker, family/community worker, refugee/indigenous project officer, environmental and sustainability officer, policy adviser, exercise specialist, food and nutrition policy development officer, and more. Students wishing to pursue a career in psychology will need to complete the major in psychological science, and then apply for an honours/4th year of study. Once completed, you can register as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia.</td>
<td>VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English D (other than EAL) or 30 in English (EAL); <a href="http://deakin.edu.au/course/H345">deakin.edu.au/course/H345</a></td>
<td>$8755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. There are four categories under which Year 12 applicants may apply to Deakin: applicants with higher education study, applicants with VET study, applicants with Vocational Education and Training (VET) study, applicants with VCE units 3 and 4 study. Visit [deakin.edu.au/course](http://deakin.edu.au/course) and head to the course of interest to find out further details on admission criteria.
2. All nursing and midwifery undergraduate courses require a Special Tertiary Admissions Test (SAT) score of 50 or above. Visit [deakin.edu.au/sat](http://deakin.edu.au/sat) for details.
3. There are four categories under which Year 12 applicants may apply to Deakin: applicants with higher education study, applicants with VET study, applicants with Vocational Education and Training (VET) study, applicants with VCE units 3 and 4 study. Visit [deakin.edu.au/course](http://deakin.edu.au/course) and head to the course of interest to find out further details on admission criteria.

NP means not published – less than five offers made to recent secondary education applicants.
Psychology

Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor of Psychological Science

Combining Deakin’s Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor of Psychological Science will make you rethink what we perceive as ‘crime’ and the social justice and rehabilitation that goes along with it. Offering an accredited pathway in psychology, you’ll graduate ready to enter the workforce or continue your study in the pursuit of becoming a fully qualified psychologist.

Promising career opportunities await in the areas of criminology and psychology. You may find employment in areas such as: government agencies, state and federal police, security and intelligence agencies, research and policy development, correctional services, community services, as well as private security and consultative industries.

As a registered nurse with psychology experience, you will be a unique graduate who can pursue career opportunities around the world, in numerous work settings including hospitals, homes, hospices, aged care settings, clinics, schools and community health centres.

To pursue a professional career in psychology, enrol into an approved Bachelor of Criminology and Bachelor of Psychological Science degree such as an honours year or Deakin’s Graduate Diploma of Psychology.

Your career outcomes will depend on the majors you complete with this degree. Options include: community health, counselling and social services, environmental health, nutrition, psychological science, advertising and marketing, business and education.

Majors

1. See Bachelor of Health Sciences, page 41, Bachelor of Arts, page 20.

Science

Bachelor of Biomedical Science

Develop an in-depth understanding of human biology by studying the Bachelor of Biomedical Science – and play an important role in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases at molecular, cellular and system levels.

Course Overview

Campus and ATAR:

Bachelor of Science

Campus and ATAR:

Bachelor of Forensic Science

Campus and ATAR:

Bachelor of Science

Graduates can confidently enter a range of health-related areas including: medical research, genetic engineering, the pharmaceutical industry, pharmaceutical/medical sales and laboratory technology.

You can also advance to honours or postgraduate studies, either in more specialised areas of biomedical science (which will enhance your professional development as a scientist), or in other disciplines including medicine (which will complement your scientific training and broaden your career opportunities).

Build a degree tailored to your interests with a Bachelor of Health Sciences/Bachelor of Arts. This flexible degree will allow you to major in fields from both health sciences and arts, tapping into unique course combinations and career opportunities. You can choose your course structure to hone in on whichever niche reflects your individual passions.

Majors

1. The 2020 Indicative Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP) fee is based on a typical full-time study of 48 credit points, unless otherwise indicated. This fee should be used as a guide only and is subject to change.

2. Recent secondary education applicants include current Year 12 students in 2019, as well as Year 12 graduates from 2018 and 2017.

3. There are four categories under which non-Year 12 applicants may apply to Deakin: – applicants with higher education study; – applicants with Vocational Education and Training (VET) study; – applicants with work and life experience; – applicants who completed Year 12 in 2018 or earlier.

Visit deakin.edu.au/courses and head to the course of interest to find out further details on admission requirements.

4. Trimester 3 intake is not available at the Cloud Campus.

5. This course is also available at the Institute of Frontier Education. Find out more at deakin.edu.au/ife.

6. Trimester 3 intake is available at the Melbourne Burwood Campus and Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus only.

7. Majors are not available at all campuses. Visit deakin.edu.au/courses for campus availability.

NP means not published – less than five offers made to recent secondary education applicants.
Deakin's Bachelor of Zoology and Animal Science lets you get hands-on with animals, big and small. Apply the latest zoology theory and research in real-world settings, and develop evidence-based decision-making skills valued by industry.

Employers value Deakin graduates' range of practical experience and evidence-based decision-making skills. You'll be well-placed to explore opportunities in areas including: zoological research, environmental monitoring and management, wildlife biology, private environmental consulting and government quarantine.

Graduates typically take on roles such as research assistants, environmental managers, pest management officers, captive managers of aquarium and zoological gardens, as well as primary and secondary teachers (with relevant teaching qualifications).

Further postgraduate studies, including research training either in Australia or overseas, can also lead to becoming a zoo research scientist in a specific field, museum curator or even a university academic.

Gain a competitive edge in the job market by studying the Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science combined course. Complement your understanding of science with invaluable subject knowledge with a strong foundation in business disciplines and graduate ready to lead, innovate and succeed in your chosen career.

With this combined course, your specialist expertise will be desirable in business, marketing and management roles within the science industry. Career opportunities include: accountant, health promotion officer, human resource manager, marketing manager, research scientist, scientific editor, stockbroker and sustainability analyst.

Gain a competitive edge in the fields of criminology, forensic science and forensic criminology. Your strong understanding of both the criminal justice system and forensic science prepares you to thrive in a variety of roles including: forensic scientist, research scientist, insurance investigator, crime prevention officer, cyber security specialist, intelligence analyst, risk assessment officer, as well as state and federal police.

Criminology Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Science

Gain a competitive edge through our unique course combinations with science specialisations and graduate as a qualified secondary school educator.

This combined course broadens your career options. Graduate ready to take your skills into any industry and seamlessly transition into employment in a range of roles including: researcher, data scientist, science editor, chemist, environmental consultant, journalist, policy developer, public relations practitioner and photographer.

With VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL.

Deakin's Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws to graduate with an increasingly sought qualification. As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

The commercialisation of rapidly evolving technologies has opened the door to a new kind of expert with specialist knowledge in both science and law. Study Deakin's Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws to graduate with an increasingly sought after skill set, to succeed in either field – or where science and law intersect.

Majors1 See Bachelor of Science, page 53.

Translate your passion for the study of sciences into a career that inspires others with a Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) at Deakin. Create unique course combinations with science specialisations and graduate as a qualified secondary school educator.

Teaching methods areas: Choose the secondary curriculum studies from:
- general science
- biology
- environmental science
- chemistry
- geography
- mathematics.

This program ensures you develop the skills needed to be successful in an increasingly global society and helps you gain independence, self-fulfilment and self-awareness. Develop your skills and networking capabilities with international colleagues and friends, while gaining understanding and awareness of diverse cultures and backgrounds.

Graduates of the Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) are also eligible to participate in the Deakin Global Citizenship Program.

As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

If you want to become a practicing lawyer, a law degree is a significant first step towards entering the legal profession. Upon completion of your degree and the additional practical legal training, you’ll be qualified to work as a solicitor or barrister in all legal fields, including: commercial law, criminal law, family law, public international and human rights law, refugee law and personal injury law.

As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

If you want to become a practicing lawyer, a law degree is a significant first step towards entering the legal profession. Upon completion of your degree and the additional practical legal training, you’ll be qualified to work as a solicitor or barrister in all legal fields, including: commercial law, criminal law, family law, public international and human rights law, refugee law and personal injury law.

Gain a competitive edge through our unique course combinations with science specialisations and graduate as a qualified secondary school educator.

This combined course broadens your career options. Graduate ready to take your skills into any industry and seamlessly transition into employment in a range of roles including: researcher, data scientist, science editor, chemist, environmental consultant, journalist, policy developer, public relations practitioner and photographer.

With VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL.

Deakin's Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws to graduate with an increasingly sought qualification. As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

The commercialisation of rapidly evolving technologies has opened the door to a new kind of expert with specialist knowledge in both science and law. Study Deakin's Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws to graduate with an increasingly sought after skill set, to succeed in either field – or where science and law intersect.

Majors1 See Bachelor of Science, page 53.

Translate your passion for the study of sciences into a career that inspires others with a Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) at Deakin. Create unique course combinations with science specialisations and graduate as a qualified secondary school educator.

Teaching methods areas: Choose the secondary curriculum studies from:
- general science
- biology
- environmental science
- chemistry
- geography
- mathematics.

This program ensures you develop the skills needed to be successful in an increasingly global society and helps you gain independence, self-fulfilment and self-awareness. Develop your skills and networking capabilities with international colleagues and friends, while gaining understanding and awareness of diverse cultures and backgrounds.

Graduates of the Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) are also eligible to participate in the Deakin Global Citizenship Program.

As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

If you want to become a practicing lawyer, a law degree is a significant first step towards entering the legal profession. Upon completion of your degree and the additional practical legal training, you’ll be qualified to work as a solicitor or barrister in all legal fields, including: commercial law, criminal law, family law, public international and human rights law, refugee law and personal injury law.

As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

If you want to become a practicing lawyer, a law degree is a significant first step towards entering the legal profession. Upon completion of your degree and the additional practical legal training, you’ll be qualified to work as a solicitor or barrister in all legal fields, including: commercial law, criminal law, family law, public international and human rights law, refugee law and personal injury law.

Gain a competitive edge through our unique course combinations with science specialisations and graduate as a qualified secondary school educator.

This combined course broadens your career options. Graduate ready to take your skills into any industry and seamlessly transition into employment in a range of roles including: researcher, data scientist, science editor, chemist, environmental consultant, journalist, policy developer, public relations practitioner and photographer.

With VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English (EAL) or at least 20 in English other than EAL.

Deakin's Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws to graduate with an increasingly sought qualification. As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

The commercialisation of rapidly evolving technologies has opened the door to a new kind of expert with specialist knowledge in both science and law. Study Deakin's Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Laws to graduate with an increasingly sought after skill set, to succeed in either field – or where science and law intersect.

Majors1 See Bachelor of Science, page 53.

Translate your passion for the study of sciences into a career that inspires others with a Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) at Deakin. Create unique course combinations with science specialisations and graduate as a qualified secondary school educator.

Teaching methods areas: Choose the secondary curriculum studies from:
- general science
- biology
- environmental science
- chemistry
- geography
- mathematics.

This program ensures you develop the skills needed to be successful in an increasingly global society and helps you gain independence, self-fulfilment and self-awareness. Develop your skills and networking capabilities with international colleagues and friends, while gaining understanding and awareness of diverse cultures and backgrounds.

Graduates of the Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) are also eligible to participate in the Deakin Global Citizenship Program.

As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

If you want to become a practicing lawyer, a law degree is a significant first step towards entering the legal profession. Upon completion of your degree and the additional practical legal training, you’ll be qualified to work as a solicitor or barrister in all legal fields, including: commercial law, criminal law, family law, public international and human rights law, refugee law and personal injury law.

As a graduate of this course, you’ll be uniquely placed to thrive in fields where science and law intersect. Depending on your area of specialisation, you could work in: biotechnology, forensic science, environmental science, research and science research.

If you want to become a practicing lawyer, a law degree is a significant first step towards entering the legal profession. Upon completion of your degree and the additional practical legal training, you’ll be qualified to work as a solicitor or barrister in all legal fields, including: commercial law, criminal law, family law, public international and human rights law, refugee law and personal injury law.
### Bachelor of Business (Sport Management)

**Overview**

Make your mark behind the scenes in the dynamic sports industry through Deakin’s Bachelor of Business (Sport Management). You’ll learn how to support marketable, profitable and competitive teams on off the field, with specialised learning in systems, marketing, finance, management and law, complemented by a second major.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.25
- **Regional and remote entry scheme:** 80.60 and RC

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL) AND AND RC
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/H343

**Fees:**
- $30,277

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science

**Overview**

Deakin’s Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science helps you apply knowledge and skills in exercise and sport science to improve performance, health and participation of individuals, athletes and teams through training, coaching and advice. You’ll learn in world-class facilities at our Elite Sports Precinct in Geelong and brand new Specialised Indoor Exercise and Sport Science Building in Bursted (due for completion by Trimester 2 2020). You’ll also graduate job-ready with 220 hours of practical experience via the Exercise Programming and Exercise and Sport Sciences Practicum units.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.10
- **Regional and remote entry scheme:** 80.60 and RC

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL) AND AND RC
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/D333

**Fees:**
- $7,709

---

### Bachelor of Health and Physical Education

**Overview**

Develop the skills, knowledge and understanding to become a secondary school health and physical education teacher – a fulfilling career every student. You’ll learn how to create safe, inclusive and engaging learning environments to provide learning experiences that support lifelong health and physical activity with a Bachelor of Health and Physical Education.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.70
- **Regional and remote entry scheme:** 80.80 and RC

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 1 and 2 of general mathematics or mathematical methods (EAL), or VCE units 3 and 4 or 4 and 5 of general mathematics, or a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/S342

**Fees:**
- $7,385

---

### Bachelor of Health Sciences

**Overview**

A rewarding career in a health-related field gives you the chance to reduce health disparity and help people — whether in Australia or overseas — to lead fuller, healthier and happier lives. You can major in exercise and sport science and as a Bachelor of Health Sciences graduate, you can be confident that you’ll get a solid grounding in multiple fields of health sciences, and be prepared for a successful career in the fastest growing employment sector in Australia.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.20
- **Regional and remote entry scheme:** 80.25 and 54.95

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/Y12

**Fees:**
- $8,755

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science/Bachelor of Nutrition Science

**Overview**

This combined course gives you the opportunity to study two complementary fields and understand how the whole athlete works. Equip yourself with extensive knowledge of how an athlete’s body moves and works as well as the fuel required to perform at their best. Discover wide ranging career opportunities when you combine a drive for exercise and coaching with a passion for food and nutrition.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.10

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/D333

**Fees:**
- $8,861

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science/Bachelor of Health Sciences

**Overview**

Build a degree tailored to your interests with a Bachelor of Health Sciences/Bachelor of Arts. This flexible degree will allow you to major in fields from both health sciences and arts, tapping into unique course combinations and career opportunities. You can choose your course structure to hone in on what best suits your individual passions.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.10

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/Y12

**Fees:**
- $8,102

---

### Bachelor of Health Sciences/Bachelor of Arts

**Overview**

You can major in exercise, coaching and fitness industries, or you can pursue employment in sports administration, facility management, community health and wellness, rehabilitation and sport science.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.10

**Fees:**
- $8426

---

### Bachelor of Health and Physical Education

**Overview**

Sustainable career opportunities include: community sports development officer, high performance manager, player agent, professional sports association official, sports coach, sports development officer and sports governance official.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.30

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 20 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL)
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/X320

**Fees:**
- $39,333

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science

**Overview**

Experience the synergy of sport science and the business of sports organisations with Deakin’s Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science/Bachelor of Business Management. Gain the skills to improve the sporting performance and health of athletes and teams, as well as the expertise to become a professional leader in exercise and sport science in areas from strength and conditioning, to physiology.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.10

**Fees:**
- $8102

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science

**Overview**

Career opportunities include: business development manager, exercise scientist, player manager/agent, recreation officer, sports administrator, elite coach, sports development officer and sports event manager.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.10

**Fees:**
- $9426

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science

**Overview**

As well as typical roles in the sport, exercise, coaching and fitness industry, you can pursue employment in sports administration, facility management, community health and wellness, rehabilitation and sport science.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.00

**Fees:**
- $7,709

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science

**Overview**

Pursue teaching or advisory roles or work closely with sporting clubs and teams, as well as the expertise to become a professional leader in exercise and sport science.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.00

**Fees:**
- $7,385

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science

**Overview**

Develop the skills, knowledge and understanding to become a secondary school health and physical education teacher – a fulfilling career every student. You’ll learn how to create safe, inclusive and engaging learning environments to provide learning experiences that support lifelong health and physical activity with a Bachelor of Health and Physical Education.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.70
- **Regional and remote entry scheme:** 80.80 and RC

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 1 and 2 of general mathematics or mathematical methods (EAL), or VCE units 3 and 4 or 4 and 5 of general mathematics, or a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/S342

**Fees:**
- $7,385

---

### Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science

**Overview**

Depending on your major, you can work in the following roles, and fields: career manager, disability inclusion worker, family/community worker/programme officer, environmental and sustainability officer, policy advisor, exercise specialist, food and nutrition policy developer, food scientist, and more.

**Campus and ATAR:**
- **Campus:** Geelong Waurn Ponds
- **ATAR:** 80.20
- **Regional and remote entry scheme:** 80.25 and 54.95

**Entry requirements:**
- VCE units 3 and 4 – a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL
- 3 deakin.edu.au/course/Y12

**Fees:**
- $8,755
Teaching

**Course Overview**

**Bachelor of Education (Early Years)**

- **Overview**: Teaches young children in early childhood and primary school settings.
- **Entry requirements**: Academic assessment.
- **Campus and ATAR**: Waurn Ponds Campus, 72.75.

**Bachelor of Education (Primary)**

- **Overview**: Explore areas of primary curriculum and build a solid understanding of what it takes to make a difference as a primary school educator.
- **Entry requirements**: Academic assessment.
- **Campus and ATAR**: Melbourn e Burwood Campus, 70.65; Geelong Waterfront Campus, 72.50.

**Bachelor of Health and Physical Education**

- **Overview**: Develop skills, knowledge and understanding to become a secondary school health and physical educator who makes a difference to every student.
- **Entry requirements**: Academic assessment.
- **Campus and ATAR**: Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus, 73.30; Melbourne Burwood Campus, 74.35.

**Course Overview**

**Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary)**

- **Overview**: Translate your passion for the study of science into a career that inspires others, with a Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary) at Deakin. Create unique course combinations with science specialisations and graduate as a qualified secondary school teacher.
- **Teaching method areas**: Choose two secondary curriculum studies from: general science, biology, environmental science, chemistry, geography, mathematics.
- **Campus and ATAR**: T1.25 and RC.

**Bachelor of Arts/Master of Teaching (Secondary)**

- **Overview**: Combine your passion for the arts with a desire to inspire the generations of tomorrow, with a Bachelor of Arts/Master of Teaching (Secondary) at Deakin. Our school-based learning programs and teaching practicums ensure you’re ready to teach today and into the future.
- **Teaching method areas**: Choose two secondary curriculum studies from: art, drama, English, history, languages teaching, media, studies of society and environment.
- **Campus and ATAR**: T1.25 and RC.

**Course Overview**

**Associate Degree of Education**

- **Overview**: Begin your journey to becoming a teacher by studying an Associate Degree of Education at Deakin. You’ll complete one unit from the Bachelor of Education (Primary), and develop the foundation required to succeed at university.

**Bachelors of Education (Early Years)**

- **Overview**: Graduates have varied career opportunities, including working as an early childhood teacher, service director, coordinator, preschool field officer, advisor or senior advisor within early childhood facilities. In addition, graduates can be employed as primary school teachers or seek employment in government agencies, community services and not-for-profit organisations.

**Bachelors of Education (Primary)**

- **Overview**: Graduates may have the opportunity to teach within the primary school setting in the private, independent, IB schools or public education sectors. Opportunities also exist in government agencies, community services and not-for-profit organisations.

**Bachelors of Education (Health and Physical Education)**

- **Overview**: Graduates may have the opportunity to teach within the private, independent or public education sectors, as well as areas such as sports management, recreation and fitness, community and government agencies, professional coaching positions, as well as into private academies and agencies.

**Entry requirements**

**Associate Degree of Education**

- **Overview**: All applicants must meet the minimum English language requirements.
- **Campus and ATAR**: Y, Y.

**Bachelor of Education (Early Years)**

- **Overview**: VCE units 1 and 2 of mathematical methods or maths: specialist mathematics, or units 3 and 4 of mathematics (any) and a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 35 in English (DAL).
- **Campus and ATAR**: E359, E377.

**Bachelor of Education (Primary)**

- **Overview**: VCE units 1 and 2 of general mathematics or maths: mathematical methods or maths: specialist mathematics, or units 3 and 4 of mathematics (any) and a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 35 in English (DAL).
- **Campus and ATAR**: E359, E377.

**Bachelor of Health and Physical Education**

- **Overview**: VCE units 1 and 2 of general mathematics or maths: mathematical methods or maths: specialist mathematics, or units 3 and 4 of mathematics (any) and a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 35 in English (DAL).
- **Campus and ATAR**: E359, E377.

**Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary)**

- **Overview**: VCE units 1 and 2 of a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL, or 25 in English (EAL).
- **Campus and ATAR**: E359, E377.

**Bachelor of Arts/Master of Teaching (Secondary)**

- **Overview**: VCE units 1 and 2 of a study score of at least 25 in English other than EAL or 25 in English (EAL).
- **Campus and ATAR**: E359, E377.
Adjusted ATAR
The minimum ATAR that must be achieved to be considered for admission to a course or institution.

Associate degree
The Associate degree structure provides flexible pathways into tertiary education, and can be used as a guaranteed pathway into a range of target degrees (as approved by Deakin). Completion of an Associate degree may give you up to 18 months’ credit towards one of these target degrees. deakin.edu.au/courses/entry-pathways/associate-degrees

Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR)
The ATAR is a score from 0 to 99.95. It indicates a student’s performance in relation to other students.

The ATAR is calculated by using an aggregate produced by adding:
- scaled study score in English, English Language, Literature, or English as an Additional Language (EAL)
- the best three VTAC scaled study scores, and
- 10% of the fifth and sixth scores that are

Adjustment factor
Adjustment factors applied via Educational Access Schemes don’t change the ATAR, they change an applicant’s selection rank for a course that the applicant has listed as a preference.

This results in the applicant moving up the course selection list. It also means that an applicant’s selection rank can be different for each course listed in their course preference list. If the applicant is allocated sufficient adjustment factor points, the applicant might receive an offer for a course even though their ATAR is below the published lowest selection rank.

Bachelor degree
Usually three or four years full time or equivalent part time. In some courses you may choose one or more majors in specialised areas, it is the minimum tertiary requirement for many professional careers.

Class
A presentation given by an academic to a large group of students on the subject area being studied. Traditionally known as a lecture.

Combined course
A combination of courses in complementary areas, studied simultaneously, which leads to two degrees, e.g. Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Laws. This means you complete two degrees in less time than it would take to complete them separately.

Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP)
A university place for which the government pays a proportion of the tuition costs. There are minimum computer standards required for your computer, connectivity and your computing capability for effective study at Deakin. deakin.edu.au/courses/how-to-apply/computing-requirements

Credit point
For each subject you successfully complete, you will receive the credit point value of that subject towards your studies. You must complete a specified number of credit points to obtain your degree. The number of credit points required varies for each course and is outlined online at deakin.edu.au/courses.

DeakinSync
DeakinSync is your personalised digital study hub, where you connect with other students, learning and assessment experiences, teaching and support staff and potential employers. Access enrolled unit sites, enrolment details, study tools, your calendar. deakin.edu.au/deakinsync

Defer
The approved postponement of study for a specified period prior to enrolment in a course. Most Deakin courses allow you to defer your studies for up to two years. deakin.edu.au/defer

Discipline
Also known as a study area. You can browse courses at Deakin by interest area, such as Environment, Business or Sport, and within each interest area you will find a wider range of disciplines, such as wildlife and conservation biology, commerce or exercise and sport science. deakin.edu.au/courses

Direct entry
When applications can be made directly to a higher education provider rather than through a tertiary admissions centre.

Diversity and inclusion
Deakin values diversity and promotes inclusion. The Equity and Diversity Unit provides a range of programs and services to ensure all students have the opportunity to access university education and succeed in their studies and employment. deakin.edu.au/diversity-and-inclusion

Extra requirements
These are requirements that you must meet, in addition to minimum tertiary entrance requirements, to qualify for entry to a course. Information about extra requirements is listed in this guide from page 18, on the VTAC website (vtac.edu.au) and in Victorian Tertiary Entrance Requirements (VTER) publications.

Faculty
An organisational division within a university; for example, the Faculty of Arts and Education is one of the four faculties at Deakin University. Within each faculty are several schools; for example, Deakin Law School is within the Faculty of Business and Law.

Grade Point Average (GPA)
A GPA is an academically recognised numerical calculation used to find the average result of all grades received over a defined study period. The GPA can be used for a variety of purposes, including as selection criteria for admission to a program or for assessing academic progress over a set period for progress review purposes.

Graduate entry
A course that requires prior completion of an undergraduate degree for entry. Deakin’s Doctor of Medicine is a graduate-entry course.

Higher Education Contribution Scheme-Higher Education Loan Program (HECS-HELP)
HECS-HELP is a government loan scheme to assist eligible CSP students with their tuition fees (student contributions). Repayments are made through the Australian taxation system once your annual income exceeds the minimum threshold for repayment.

Honours
Honours is an additional year of specialised study, usually taken after you complete a bachelor’s degree, or embodied as part of a bachelor’s degree. Honours may provide you with a competitive edge in the job market or a pathway into a higher degree.

International Baccalaureate (IB)
The IB diploma is an internationally recognised, comprehensive two-year program designed for university entrance. Australian tertiary admission centres convert IB scores to a notional ATAR or QTAC Selection Rank, enabling IB students to be ranked for tertiary entrance alongside their peers. Deakin accepts IB diploma graduates as having satisfied the requirements for university entry. www.ibo.org

Interest area
You can browse courses at Deakin by interest area, such as Sport, Business or Health. deakin.edu.au/courses

Level
The year level at which units in your course are studied. Level 1 is equivalent to your first year of full-time study, level 2 is equivalent to your second year of full-time study, and so on. You can usually tell what unit a level is by looking at the first number in a unit’s code.

Major
An approved group of at least 6 (and up to 8) credit points of related units, normally taken in sequence at each level of a course.

Minor
A minor is a group of related units in an area of study or academic discipline. Minors are shorter than majors and are usually four units long.

Non-Year 12 applicant
There are three categories under which non-Year 12 applicants may apply to Deakin.

• Higher education study – applicants whose highest level of study enrolment since leaving secondary education is a higher education course, whether at a university or non-university provider.
• Vocational education and training (VET) study – applicants whose highest level of study enrolment since leaving secondary education is a VET course.
• Work and life experience (includes less recent secondary results) – applicants who left secondary education more than two years previously and have not undertaken VET or higher education study since then.

Offer round/s
Refers to the series of dates on which offers of higher education places are issued to applicants throughout the year, whether through a tertiary admission centre or directly by a higher education provider.

Overall position
The overall position (OP) refers to a Queensland student’s position in a state-wide tertiary entrance rank order based on their overall achievement in senior secondary subjects.

It indicates how well a student has done compared to all other OP-eligible students in Queensland. Students are placed in one of 25 OP bands from OP1 (highest) to OP25 (lowest). Queensland students seeking admission to higher education in other states can have their ATAR converted to an OP.

Pathway
Pathways provide alternative entry options for getting into Deakin. If you do not meet the requirements for entry, Pathways to Deakin courses can include options such as TAFE courses or starting your course at a different pace. deakin.edu.au/courses/entry-pathways

Personal statement
The personal statement is a form where university applicants can bring to the attention of selection officers any relevant factors or circumstances that cannot be included in the application itself. For example, motivation to study, work experience, community experience, academic performance, languages other than English.

The personal statement can be accessed online once you have registered with VTAC. You can only submit one statement – so you should address all your course preferences and provide details to support your application, such as relevant work experience and your reasons for applying. It is also important that you submit the form by the specified closing date at vtac.edu.au.

If a personal statement is required or will be considered, it will be listed in the VTAC course detail online.

Postgraduate degree
A course of study usually beyond bachelor level, including graduate certificate, graduate diploma, master’s and research degree. In many cases, eligibility for entry to a postgraduate course requires you to have completed an undergraduate degree and/or have significant work experience.

Prerequisites
The VCE subjects or other requirements that applicants must complete to be eligible for selection into a course. Information about prerequisites is listed in this guide from page 18, on the VTAC website (vtac.edu.au) and in Victorian Tertiary Entrance Requirements (VTER) publications.

Raw ATAR
The unadjusted ATAR of an applicant to which an offer of a place was made in the relevant year or year-to-date.

Recent secondary education applicant
Current Year 12 (2019) applicants and Year 12 graduates from 2018 and 2017

Recognition of prior learning
Recognition granted towards your Deakin course for relevant approved study, experience or work, satisfactorily completed at Deakin or elsewhere. There are two aspects to recognition of prior learning:

• credit may be transferred to your Deakin program from completed or partly completed studies you have undertaken at other accredited institutions; and
• credit may be granted on the basis of knowledge and skills acquired through informal learning, e.g. in the workplace.

deakin.edu.au/courses/recognition-of-prior-learning

Scholarships
Deakin offers a range of scholarships for commencing students that recognise and reward many accomplishments, from leadership skills to academic success, extra-curricular achievements and commitment to study while experiencing personal hardship. deakin.edu.au/scholarships
Student Amenities-Higher Education Loan Program (SA-HELP)
SA-HELP is a government loan scheme for eligible students to defer all or part of their Student Services and Amenity Fee.

Student contribution
In a Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP), the Australian Government pays some of your fees, and you pay the rest. It is called your ‘student contribution’. If you’re enrolled in a CSP, you may be eligible for a HEC-HELP loan to cover your student contribution amount.

Student Services and Amenities Fee
This is a new education provider can charge for non-academic services and amenities, such as advocacy, sporting programs, legal advice and referral, health and welfare and disability support.

Study score
A score of 0-90 that shows how a VCE student performed in a particular subject compared with others in the same year. It is calculated from your results in assessments and examinations in that subject.

Trimester
This is the method of organising the teaching year. At Deakin there are three trimesters for most courses: Trimester 1 runs from March to June, Trimester 2 from July to October and Trimester 3 spans November to February.

Undergraduate degree
Usually the first degree you obtain in a given discipline area. For example, a Bachelor of Health Sciences. An undergraduate student is usually someone studying for their first degree in a given discipline.

Unit
A Deakin subject or unit is normally one trimester long and most have a value of 1 or 2 credit points.

Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE)
The VCE is a certificate that recognises the successful completion of Year 12 in Victoria. The VCE can provide a pathway to university studies, TAFE and employment.

VCAA
VCAA is the Victoria’s educational, cultural and administrative body.

The Victorian Curriculum
The Victorian Curriculum is a state-based curriculum developed for Australian schooling in levels 3 to 12. The Victorian Curriculum is a statutory instrument in Victoria as a legislative instrument under the Education Act 1984 and Education Regulations 2002.

VCE
The Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) is a secondary school qualification in Victoria, Australia, offered to approximately 80,000 students each year.

VTAC
Victorian Tertiary Admissions Centre (VTAC) is the centralised admissions centre for most undergraduate university courses in Victoria. victac.edu.au

Newstart
Newstart is the Department of Social Services' name for the former Austudy scheme. It is a income maintenance payment scheme for people on low incomes in Australia.

Unemployment
Unemployment is a state when there is a need for workforce and an inability to work.

Vocational Education and Training (VET)
Vocational Education and Training (VET) includes all education and training not included in the school system (K-12) and in tertiary education (tertiary education), and the education, training and development provided in the workplace.

WAM
Weighted Average Mark (WAM) is an assessment of academic performance in tertiary study.

WACE
Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE) is a secondary school qualification in Western Australia, offered to approximately 40,000 students each year.

X执照
X执照是中华人民共和国交通运输部核发的特殊类职业资格证书。它是为从事特定专业领域工作的人员量身定制的认证标志。X执照涵盖了多个专业领域，如航海上、百科知识、信息与安全、驾驶等。

Y执照
Y执照是中华人民共和国交通运输部核发的高级专业资格证书。它是为在特定专业领域有高技能和专业知识的人员授证。

Z执照
Z执照是中华人民共和国交通运输部核发的高级专业资格证书。它是为在特定专业领域有高技能和专业知识的人员授证。
Inspiration for life, learning and career
Visit this.deakin.edu.au to uncover unique stories about Deakin and explore different perspectives on study, careers, and self-improvement.
DEAKIN OPEN DAY 2019

WARRNAMBOOL
Sunday 4 August
10am–2pm
Princess Highway
Warrnambool Victoria

GEELONG WAURN PONDS
Sunday 18 August
9am–3pm
75 Pidgons Road,
Waurn Ponds Victoria

GEELONG WATERFRONT
Sunday 18 August
9am–3pm
1 Gheringhap Street,
Geelong Victoria

MELBOURNE BURWOOD
Sunday 25 August
9am–3pm
221 Burwood Highway,
Burwood Victoria

openday.deakin.edu.au

1800 MYFUTURE (1800 693 888)
deakin.edu.au
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